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A Brief History of the Technical Services
in Libraries*

Volume 6, Number 3, Summer, t96z

JOHN M. DAWSON, Director
Uniuersity of Delaware Library, Newarh

' r97

embraces acquisition, 
- cataloging and classification, serials, copying

methods, and a committee on Resources which may be considered one
asp1.-t o{ acquisition although its scope is broacler than I seem to imply.

obviously we have not reached-a concensus on what the technical
services really are. Randall felt that there were two factors which had
introduced this grouping of operations: First, that they are "continuous
processes which are apparently concerned only with materials;" and,



second, that they "have been developed by a specific personnel workingin

a continuous tradition."s Swank iri tgati added two additional criteria,

one of which was implicit in Randall's first criterion. These departments

do not meet the pnUti. to any extent, and there are similarities in the

kind of work doie. Their operations "are more formal, detailed, and

susceptible to codification thtn those of the service departments ' ' ' a

largei amo.rnt of subprofessional or mechanical processes is carried on'"4

ff, 
"as Randall suggesis, the technical services "have been developed by a

specific personnel-*working in a continuous traditiorL" then it is indeed

fiiting tirat this progtu-"b"gin with a summary of tJle history of the

technical services.
I have already indicated one ma

tory of the technical services, name
second difficulty is the conflicting inl
available evidence, compounded by
to the evidence-a sin which I, t<
another difficulty is the limitation oi
some high points in this history.

We do 6aue so*. evidence tfiat libraries existed in the Babylonian era

many years before the founding of the llbrary at Nineveh about 7oo B'C"

and though we might find their clay tablets difficult to handle in our li-

braries, ai least onJwriter asserts that cataloging practices were even then

well established. Unfortunately, she does not tell us what these practices

rvere. A library at Akkad estabiished by Sargon I in th_e r7_th c_entury B.C.

was, this same writer tells us, classified by subject.5 Under King A-s1ur-

ba*pal the library at Nineveh flowered, for on his orders clay tablets

were sought out, copied, and added to the library. (Perhaps we have here

the antec"edents of our Copying Methods Section?) For this library- there

was a cata-log whose entriei included the title of the work, the number of

lines, the .o"nt"tttt, the opening words, and the principal parts' The li-

brary was alTanged, but according to what systern we {o 
rrot know'6

Little is knoivn of the librariei of Greece, b,ut we do know sornething

of the Hellinistic libraries of Alexandria and Pergamum' The most

famous library of the ancient world was founded at Alexandlia !r
Ptolemy Soter'about goo B.C. and is said to have contained over half a

million rolls.? The liLrarian Callimachus listed the works in the Alex-

andrine Library in lnis Pinahes; some of the listings were roughly in sub-

ject arrangements. While there is some discussion among scholars as to

whether tl:re pinahes represent a bib,liography or a catalog, it_ seems to

be agreed that the books listed were in the library at Alexandria.s'e In

Asia-Minor the library at Pergamum grew to some 2oo,ooo rolls of payrus

and parchment which were caialoged-until Mark Anthony presented the

entire library to Cleopatra as a small token of his esteem. Obviously,

some acquisiiions libririan had brought his art to a high state of de-

velopmentl
I^t is rather surprising rhat Rome, which left us so many legacies,

transmitted so very little of its library practices. We know that there were
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libraries in Rome and it is only logical to assume that some method of
cataloging was practiced, but no fragment of a catalog has come to light
to give us any sure knowledge on this point.

When we come to the medieval period we reach the era of the mon-
astary libraries from which fragments of a great many catalogs have been
preserved. Far too many, indeed, to discuss at length. The first catalogs
we find date from the ninth century when libraries were quite small, and
the catalogs rudimentary. Little improvement is fo'und in the catalogs of
the next few centuries, until in the late r3th century was begun an
astonishing work: The Registrum librorum Angliae, the first known
attempt at a union catalog-with the very sophisticated device of assigned
numbers for each participating library.lo Time, as I have said,
does not permit detailing the developmenr of cataloging in this period.
Let me refer those of you who are interested to Ruth French Strout's

classes and author index in his Bibliothecae Cordesianae Catalogus.
The French Revolution introduced the card catalog-not on clean

author's name, title, imprint, and, size. Aces were to be reserved for books

before which appeared many distinguished witnesses, some wise, some
foolish. r think no other cataloging code has achieved the fame of panizzi's
rules; nor, when they are considered in their proper historical perspective,
is their fame undeserved.

Volume 5, Number j, Summer, tg6z '  r99



putations on this point.
The late rgth century was an era itr which the great librarians of the

time-their names are still well known in library circles-actively ancl

Lubetzky and Paris statements of principle which are leading us to a re-

vision of our cataloging code.
It has been said-thit "This act of classification made the ape a man'"

"the evolutionary iclea throughout." It had wide currency for some years

but now is used by but few libraries here and abroad. In rgoo James
Christian Meinich i{unro.r and his chief assistant, Charles Martel, under-
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took the development of a new classifrcation that borrowed much fromCutter's scheme. The Dewey n".ir"ui System, first issued in rg76 andfrequently revised-and sornetimes even improved!-and the Library ofcongress system are the two classification schemes which have armost amonopoly in our libraries_ today. There is some tendency for the rargerresearch libraries to use the LC and for smailer and putlic libraries to
rs. Two other systems deserve at least
ion of Henry Evelyn Bliss which has
than in this country, and the most
this latter less well known ancl less

You will note rhat r have not tried to give even a summary of thatpart of the technicar services which we call"acquisition. r nave ro.rna nosources from which such a summary coulcl bL drawn. a.q.riritrorr, o,
in library literature. Oni can find a
that the late Ralph A. Beals called

rhich the librarian of Upper poclunk
f the multiple order form, while the

We tend to think of serials as a relativety ....rrt J*.iop_"rr,, but, infact, there was an 
Tgyp,l"l 

,r.-rpup., abovt tToo s.c. Osborn quoreslamentations from the-rgrh u"a igirr centuries'on t 'e -.rri1pt.iry 
"rserials'16 Today we are faced witf, an unprecedented increase in thenumber of serials appearing; they are increasing in a geometric pro_gression, and it has been estimated'that the numb6r of sciJntific journarsis increasing by -between five and ten per cent each year.t, rt is nor thenumber of serials that distinguishes ,fr.r" r-* rook;;"r 

-*irr", 
tt.i.continuing narure, the frequJncy of their publication, the need for se-

:l.ilC 
all of their.parts, their multiple uut]ignhip ;;'.Iil.g."t subjectmatter, and other inherent characteristics. These make serialJso differentfrom. other library materials that specialized person*l ;;; ieeded toacquire them ard to integrate them i.rto our colections. within thiscentury serials departments or sections have emerged from acquisitionsand cata loging departments.

copying methods are new to this century; indeed, armost to the secondquartet of this century. As we have seen, litraries *;.; .;p;i;g ,,,ut."iut,ol.clay tablets in 7oo r.c., and we have the monks who rabored over thetedious task of copying in the scriptoria of the medieval libraries to thankfor the preservatibn oT so much 
"i 

u".i.*literature. But then there wasa hiatus until in the r93o's micro{ilm entered the scene with such far-reachine effecrs. The aciual impact of microfilm 
"".1-;;h;" 

ph;to.opyl.rg
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methods on the internal work of th

not been fully measured. Indeed, they

Various copiers, photographic and otl

but the much-touted and greatly-det

wished-foi tool. In this area I much 1

Putti 
,n"tt not speak this morning of the history t|:::L"^:i..t:: efforts in

the technical services, for this deserves much greater attention than can

Iat cooperati6n in acquisition and cata-

F Ameiican librarians for well over a

on an international scale was Pro-
card reproduction and distribution

r Tecent 
^development 

of centralized

a good many more todaY'-
Some of ,n" ,"u,o""give" fo' *lg.s5tablishment of technical service

arran's span of control; (z) to increase

processing costs; and (4),to promote

These *"it ttot universally accepted'

denunciation of this organizational

would not be found to head the sever

if there were not b'etter and more log

Nonetheless, the technical services

ican Library Association took little

me time, and then reluctantlY' The

frcation achieved its status in r94o'

latalog Section, and earlier the Com-

:ationl The other technical services

Lound Table, active and efiective' b'ut

:strictions; there was a commrttee on ac-

;'"',"'::Ht"1lJ #l J1il""ff":?'"&'iI
was not so effective as most acquisition lib"rarians wished it to be. with

the recent ,"o.guni,Jon of tr'e'R'L'A' there was a.period of,uncertainty

over the future: t" ;;;;i;t the Division of Cataloging and Classification'

or to organir. , 
"ii"'-"r" 

.L-p."h.n.ive Technical Services Division.
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So many librarians indicated an interest in the broader division that a
mail ballot was taken of members in the technical services, and the re-
sults b,rought the Resources and Technical Services Division into being.
I can assure you that rhis took many to the wailing wall-some are still
there. On the whole, though, it has been a successful enterprise and has
accomplished much.

There is so much more of the history of the technical services that
must be ignored today. I have not been able to bring out one feature which
strikes anyone whose researches take him into our past-the cyclical re-
occurrence of the same problem and an almost identical solution. "The

lack inspiration for those who will seek it.
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REPORTING OF SERIALS

The members of the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials, have made

several important decisions concelning future reporting o.f serials acguisitions'
In summary form, they are as follows:

r. Post-rg4g titles and holdings should continue to be reported to Nct,

Serial Titles.
z. Previously unreported bibliogtaphical changes in all serials, regardless of

beginning date, should be reported to New Serial Titles.-3. 
New (in that they have not apPeared in UZS) Pre-rg5o serial titles should

be reported to the Union Catalog Division.

4.-Holdings of pre-rg5o serials appearing in ttre (Jnion List of Serials,to'the
extent that they fall within the limitations set for the third edition, should be

reported to the Union Catalog Division.
Contributing libraries should continue their present rePorting of Post-r949

titles and holdings to New Serial Titles. From now on, any Previously unrePorted
and unlisted bibliographical change in any serial, regardless of beginning date;
should also be repo'rted to New Serial Titles.

AII reports of pre-rg5o titles and holdings should be sent to the Union
Catalog Ditoision, Library of Congress, Washington 25, D. C. Repo'rts of addi-
tional holdings of titles appearing in the (Jnion List of Ser?als should be sent in

only for titles that are not held by a large number of libraries (more than ten) or

for titles for which the listed holdings do not show a desirable degree of geo-
graphical dispersion. In order to expedite the handling of these reports for

serials, it is requested that they be separated from cards and slips for monographic
works when they are sent to the Union Catalog Division and that they be

marked "serials."
Once again the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials and the Li-

brary of Congress join in expressing their appreciation of the support and co'
operation of the libraries reporting to Neu Seri'al Titles.-Mary Ellis Kahler,
Chief , Serials Record Division, Library of Congress.
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The Present State and Future Development
of Technical Services*

Jaurs E. Sxrppnn,
Director of Libraries

Uniuersity of Connecticut, Storrs

The Present

In an effort to cope with this problem, lib,raries have traditionally
divided technical processing by function. Today most of us have an order
department, a cataloging department, and, perhaps, a periodical or serial

* Paper presented at the Joint Meeting of the Resources
Division of AL{, The Library Education Division of AL{,
American Library Schools, Cleveland, July rr, 196r.
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clepartment. Some libraries place serials under the order function. Bind-

ini preparation seems to be at loose ends and may go to sertals, cataloging,

ortirciation; however, I believe that in mosc instances binding is assigned

to serials.
The development of academic libraries on the subiecc divisional

principle has, in some instances, resulted in one or mo1.e of the technical

iervice functions being directly assigned. to the divisions' Some of the

larger university librarfes have deparimental librarians come to the main

libiary periodiially to classify material for the department collection'

The ielitionship between cataloging and reference work has led to the

suggestion that these two functi6ns be combined. This was done in at

leist one library I know of just after the turn of the century'
These divisions u." ,toi mentioned to tell you something you already

know but, rather, to suggest that these customary divisions of work need

constanr analysis-to aetlTmitte if they are the best possible gloupings of

function in the technical services area. Too often we adhere to an organi-

zational pattern simply because it has "always been done that way'" Too

infrequently do we reaity analyze whether a catalog d-epuliT:"1 should be

divid6d inro broad subject groups, whether it should be divided according

to classification, descriptivi calaloging, and subject heading r'vork; or

whether serials cataloging would bE done better under a serials depart-

ment or in the catalog dePartment.
I am convinced th"at there is no absolutely "right" way for technical

services to be subdivided. In some instances you are forced to g1oup activi-

ties according ro the capabilities of staff and department heads;-in others,

the sheer in&tia and eipense of changing methods might preclude a de-

sirable change.
However] it should be obvious that the organizational pattern should

result from study and. analysis of the future needs of the library rather

than being based on immediate expediency each step of the way' \Me are

all familialr with the conrroversies ioncerning the necessity or desirability

for a formal accession record; a separate offirral catal(ry; a central serial

record; a divided or classified catalo
where they are shelved by size; cit
stitute for analytic entries in the
alphabetically by title rather than cl
into the catalog rather than using tJ
UN classiflcations; or placing stanc
given publisher.
" Faitoo many decisions concerning these problerns ale aa-de by intuitive

and sutr,jective judgment, or in lesponse to traditional thinking on the Part
of the staft. In miny instances this is all we can do, as no one has de-

fined and studied these problems in an effort to obtain objective answers'

Frequently some of thesi practices are so dependent ?n lhe 
human factor

thaiit might be impossible to arrive at a conclusive solution'
There are, how-ever, many substantive areas that should be subject to

detailed and. expert study. Examples of this type of investigation include

' zo6 Library Resources b Technical Setzices



. J!gt" types of study need to be extended-but, as soon as you have
said_this, y,ou are immediately faced with the problem of who is'going to
do the study and who will pay for it. Too few iibraries have sufficient staff
to do more than simply keep ahead of the mail truck.

The reorganization of the srructure of the American Library Associa-
tion should make it possible for the divisions, secrions, and cornmittees
concerned with technical services to do work in all areas with the efiective-
ness that has consistently resulted from the efiorts of the Cataloging
Section.

example can be cited in the work-load studies rhat were done by Gerhard
Naeseth at Wisconsin and Rolland Stevens at Ohio State.

Other than a constant examination of minute operating procedures,
technical services need to be able ro stand back and snrvey the philo-
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sophical rationale of their functions and purposes. This aspect will be
developed in the next part of this PaPer, which deals with the future
development of technical services.

The Future

What can be said concerning the future ProsPects for technical services?
In the field of public libraries, regional processing centers are already
under development. It is, perhaps, safe to assume that this trend will con-
tinue and will spread to state junior college systems. There will be many
irritations to be resolved in this transition but, witl capable administra-
tion and a sufficient degree of communication and understanding, there
should be no reason for regional processing not producing good results
with lower costs and making a significant contribution toward solving the
chronic staffing problem in acquisitions and cataloging. This will be true
only when librarians realize that, by giving up a small amount of auton-
omy and individualit/, they will make larger gains in efficiency of opera-
tion. One major difficulty to be overcorne will be the involvement in red
tape whenever the library is under the jurisdiction of state purchasing
authorities.

It is to be hoped that libraries will continue the trend of job analysis
in an effort to separate clerical work from the professional decision'
making function among technical service staffs. The other side of the
coin should also be recognized. This side is based on the assumption that,
if professional work is divorced from routine, the technical services per-
sonnel might have a greater opportunity to do more analytical thinking
and planning than has been done in the past. This factor is, perhaps, the
most necessary for future development.

Librarianship has been more closely associated with the humanities
than with other areas of knowledge. For this reason, many of us feel as
though we were debasing the coin of the realm when mechanization and
automation are considered. Many years ago Melvil Dewey, at one point
of his career, advised a librarian that the typewriter was not a satisfactory
substitute for a good library hand. Because of our inherent conservatism,
few of us have ever taken the time or trouble to investigate or understand
such principles as coordinate indexing, or the potential of electronic data
processing for either acquisition wo,rk or bibliogtaphic control.

Librarianship is based on bibliography, and bibtriography is nothing
more than information retrieval. flnfortunately, many of us stop our
thinking with the codex book. The proliferation of publishing .t.it.d u
vacuum which the conventional approach to librarianship has failed to fill.
As a result, a new type of librarian developed who is called a "docu-
mentalist" or an "information officer." These people are also involved in
information retrieval, but they go beyond the printed bibliography and
the card catalog. The documentalist is the firsr to acknowledge his relation
to librarianship but, unfortunately, the librarian tends to regard the
documentalist's activities with suspicion. A sine qua non for the future
development of technical services l ies in closing the gap between these
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groupf. The documentalists need our experience and we need theirs. We
are all dealing with information retrievil.

Library training and philosophy is too often based. on a trade-school

CARDS FOR "THREE CENTURIES OF DRAMA"

- pr{9r_s will be accepted for rhe entire project only; cards will not be sold
for individual titles. Payment may be made ln either of two ways:

r. In advance. Payment will be based upon
that there are 5.6oo t i t les in the set.

, z. On receipt of each shipment. Delivery and
to cover two fiscal years if requested.

... 
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The Book Catalog and the Scholar-
A Reexamination of an Old Partnership.

Jrssr H. SttnYl', Dean
School of Library Science

Western Reserue (Jniuersity, Cleueland, Ohio

thorny academic wilderness. If Macleish's reading of history is correct,
certainly the card catalog stands as one of mankind's Sreatest monuments
to a virtue that was boin of necessity. Throughout the passing years it

has come to symbolize at once the universal key with which one may
unlock the totality of the library's intellectual store, and the scepter of
dominion over the limitless boundaries of scholarshiP toward which

* This paper and the one following were presented at the ALA-RTSD/RSD Book

Catal,ogs Inteidivisional Committee Progr:am Meeting, July ro, rgr6r, Cleveland. A third

("Book Catalogs: Prospects in the Decade Ahead," by David C. Weber) is appearing in

College b Research L[braries.
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its cards stretch out in neverending line like the progeny of Banquo.
Ffere, indeed, was the perfect bibliographic tool before which all men
could stand as equals.

The acceptance of the card catalog was not irratio'nal, nor were its
most ardent advocates necessarily blinded by logical inference. Its one
and only virtue-currency, flexibility, responsiveness to change-seemed
quite rationally to compensate for its immobility, complexity, destructa-
bility, and steadily-rising costs of maintenance. That such a perfect thing
could ever reach a point of diminishing returns, or carry within itself
the seeds of its own destruction were quite effectively concealed by the
simplicity of its early symmetry. A half century ago, who could have fore-
seen that an unprecedented growth in the bulk and complexity of re-
corded knowledge would place upon the card catalog an economic limit
to its growth and befuddle its arrangement with abarrent forms of cor-
porate entry or excessively elaborate subject analyses? On the contrary,
in a day when the book catalog seemed permanently bound, the pun is
not unintentional, by the rigidities of nineteenth century typographic
composition, the card catalog did, indeed, seem to approach the ideal of
the l ibrarian's dream.

But for reasons which are largely psychological, the scholar has never
been entirely happy with the card catalog, even though he has freely
acknowledged its virtues. For centuries, the scholar and the codex have
been constant companions, and they have formed a kind of silent partner-
ship in the search for truth. The bibliography in book form was, therefore,
a simple and logical extension of this union to which the efficiency of
the card catalog seemed to do violence. Such great bibliographic monu-
ments as the catalogs of the British Museum, the Bibliotheque Nationale,
the Surgeon General's Library, the Astor Library and the Gesamt Katalog,
to name but a few, commanded, and for that matter still command, a
respect that one does not readily grant even to such a significant under-
taking as the National Union Catalog at the Litnary of Congress.

There are probably a variety of reasons for this emotional reaction,
certainly not the least of which is the identity that these catalogs have
achieved through their association with their compilors. This is no mere
catalog-who touches this touches a man. By contrast, a card catalog
represents a continuing operation to which, through the years, many
hands have contributed yet upon which no one has left the indelible
mark of his own personality. Moreover, the card file has always been the
symbol of impersonality, identified largely with personnel records of
one kind or another, in which no one wants to be a mere cross-indexed
annotation. That this is an irrational emotional reaction does not belie
its potency. Perhaps it derives from the very virtue of the card catalog-
its flexibility, and hence its impermanence. An entry in a book is there
fotever, but a card can be withdrawn from a catalog and departing leave
behind it not even a foot-print on the sands of time.

Unfortunately, little is known about the ways in which the individual
scholar accumulates his store of b'ibliographic information. But such
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studies as have been made suggest that the role of the card catalog, espe-
cially as it relates to the subject analysis of recorded knowledge, is rela-
tively minor as a bibliographic source for the mature scholar. Conver-
sation with colleagues, foot-notes in professional writings, published
bibliographies, indices, and abstracts supply the main avenues by way
of which the scholar reaches his goal. There is good reason, then, why
the research worker feels a sense of incompatibility with the card catalog
for the bibliography in book form, whether it represent the contents of a
specific library or the accumulated resources of the world of print, approx-
imates the bibliographic form with which he is most intimately familiar
and in the use of which he is moet confidently secure. In short, a book
catalog "looks good like a bibliography should." Whether in alphabetical
or classified form, the b'ook catalog spreads its contents before the user
with a transparent and obvious efficiency that a tray of cards can never
achieve. One cannot scan a bank of cards, in which each is given equal
emphasis and none contributes to the difierentiation between woods and
trees.

Moreover, contrary to the opinions of those who have given us our
professional cataloging rules, the scholar does not require, and can even
be repelled by, an excess of bibliographic detail. The bibliographic cita-
tion with which he is most familiar is but the irreducible minimum, un-
cluttered by superfluities. The g X b card, however, provides ample
space for such elaboration, and catalogers have not been slow to exploit
it for their own esoteric ends. In the book catalog, however, a skillful use
of typography, of indentation and subordination, and of lay-out can not
only eliminate distracting detail, but also give dimension and reveal
relationship.

At the Monticello conference of the Association of Research Libraries,
William B. Hamilton, of Duke University, protested excessive attention
to the refinements of classification. If it were eliminated, he argued, "we
could put our thought and money, and the intelligence of our staffs, into
more subject cataloging."s But at the same meeting, Joseph S. Furton of
Yale, maintained with equal vigor for the fundamental importance of
organization, of classification, for "if we say that a library catalogue is a
finding list, then it should follow that all listings in it are themselves
findable . . . " 4 The book catalog, by the efiectiveness with which it
displays its contents to the user would certainly seem to offer the greatest
hope of reconciliation of these divergent points of view. Both men, it is
to be noted, were impatient with an embarrassment of bibliographic
detail, and both agreed that they would be quite content "with sufficient
information to identify the item."5

The library catalog represents, so far as the present writer knows at
least, the only major use of the card that presupposes perrnanence. In
business, in industry, even in the world of scholarship, the card s;nnbolizes
that which is transitory, impermanent, subject to constant alteration and
change. Until very recent years librarians themselves regarded the bound
volumes of the accession record the most authoritative and nearly inde-
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tion anew to the virtues of the book catalog as a bibliographic device'

The decision to incorporate the unique items in the National Union

catalog was a second major step in reaffirming the utility of. this tradi-

tional iibliographic rool. Flere, indeed, as MaCleish said of the original

edition, was 
"rhe 

beginning of a new chapter in American librarianship.

New Serial Titles,-begun in t95r and expanded in coverage- in t953'

pioneered in the trr" oi tabulatirig card technique for the production of

,, major book catalog undertakingl At about thii sarne time the public li-

brary at King Couniy, Washingto*n, and the New York State Library at Al-

barry began t"o e*periment with"the same technique for-the dissemination of

the iistiigs o.f their resources. The latter has iisued listings in_ the social

sciences, ind a complete catalog is in preparation' The catalog of-the

Lamont Library at 
-Harvard 

is 1 true reversion to the printed college

library catalogs of the nineteenth century, and in it the entries are af-

.u.rg.i by s.,dject and identified by a minimum of bibliographic detail.

Thit the proiedure was sound is evident from the popularity of the

volume.
The King County Library of Seattle, Washington-, which has been

credited with the initiation of the IBN{ techniques for the production of a

book catalog, produces unbound and ephemeral compilations. The Los

Angeles Corr'"ty Library also employs IBM equipment, but for an elaborate

lisiing of both juvenile and. adult materiali, 6y subject, by author, and

even by foreign language and literi
annual cumulations keeP the l ist:
Techniques similar to those emPlo;
the Columbia River Regional Librar
Catalog, which like Nez, Serial Titl'
to the National Union Catalog, ltas
spaced typewritten copY. It not or
detail, trut includes lengthy notes wl
Author and subject l istings are mail
Long Island fightlng Co., of Hicksvil le, N. Y., punched.card techniques

are imployed tlo pro"d.t.e a printecl book catalog +it 
is distributed to

more tlian one hunclre4 ut"ui. Th. major portion of the book is used for

three main indexes: title, subject, ancl author in that order, but informa-

tion is also included respecting periodicals and serials, newspapers, films

and film strips, clipplnf nte, incl misceltaneous. I)istribution of copies

has greatly facilitaied iirer-library cooperation, encouraged inter-library

loani, and generally promotecl use of the collection' The use of punched

carcls also irakes poirint. the preparation of specialized bibliographies,

and it is interesting to note that ihe book catalog. has not replaced the

card catalog. The iwo forms are regarded as supplementing e.ach other,

and the latier, i.e., the card catalog, is still used for the recording of sub-

stantial amounts of bibliographic cletail which, for practical reasons, is

omitted from the book form. A Kodak Listomatic Camera, used in con-

junction with punched cards, is emPloyed at the C,ardiovascular l.iterature
'Profect 

ar the National Academy of Sciettce. This is not, strictly speaking,
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Even this brief enumeration of activities indicates a substantial in-
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scholar. At the same time that some librarians have been reconsidering
the book catalog, others have been investigating a variety of mechanical
and elecftonic devices for informational retrieval. Janus-like, the scholar
is looking back to the past as well as forward to the future for more effec-
tive means for the organization of his materials. The book cataloS, the
card catalog, and the electronic mechanism-each has its own unique
characteristics that endow it with its peculiar utility for certain types of

library and research situations. This is in the best traditions of librarian-
ship, a reaffirmation of the need for an unceasing search for improvement,
whether that search leads to a reassessment of the Past oI to areas that are
as yet unexplored .

r. u. s. Ltbraryor congress. o 
".r"r::;";T)u, 

^"or"rrnted. by Library of congress
Printed, Cards. Ann Arbor, Edwards Brothers, rg42. v' r, p. v. "Introduction'"

z. Norris, Dorothy M. A History of Cataloging and Catalctging Method's. London, Graf-

ton,  rg3g.  p.  195-196.

3. Hamilton, Wiliiam B. "What Scholars Expect of Library Cataloging, I'" in Prob-

trems and Prospects of the Research Library, ed. by Edwin E. williams. New Bruns-

wick, N. J., t95f. p. 7o.
4. Furton, Joseph S. "What Scholars Expect of Library Cataloging, II." Ibid ' p. 75.

S. Ibid., p. 74.

NATIONAL UNION CATALOG OF MANUSCRIPT
COLLECTIONS

A conrract to publish in book form the National union catalog of Manu-

script Collecrions, r959-6r, has been awarded to J. W. Edwards Publishers, Inc.,

z5oo Sourh State Sreet, Ann Arbor, Mich. The expected date of publication is

August r,  rg6e.-thi* 
n.it volume will contain abowt 7,goo collections arranged in the

sequential order of the LC card numbers and will also co,ntain three indexes:

an'extensive index o{ names, a topical index, and an index of repository ho d-

ings. The estimated number of pages is about r,soo.
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s and Card Cata
M. RurH MacDoNero

Assistant to the Director
National Library of Medicine

Bethesd.a, Md.

- 
* Papel presented at the ALA-RTSD/RSD Book caralogs Inrerdivisionar committee

It"fluaMeeting, July ro, 19,6r, Cleveiand. For a relateipup". r.",-Ilulnlnata, nt.Ruth' "Recataloging." Bulretin of the Medicar iirrrury assoiiaiion. yuli,^;Fr.
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mental size. As it has increased in bulk, it has lost its abil ity to serve

specialized needs.' 
It is now evident that the complete coverage attempted by the dic-

tionary catalog is impossible, and even undesi.ible, for the less-sophis.ti-

cated reader. It is also evident that no one catalog can include enough in-

formation to satisfy all needs. It has taken us a long time to reali?e that the

greater the number of elements we crowd into one catalog, the less we

ian do with those elements. The dictionary catalog, once our greatest

hope, now threatens to destroy itself, and in so doing will wreak havoc

on our library services.
\Me are faced with the realization thar we must find and adopt differ-

ent forms for the cataloging records if we are to curtail further losses in

catalog efficiency. To for"eseJ what is needed and then to remedy the situa-

tion ;iil require careful observation, measurement, imagination, and

probably a c6rtain amount of trial and error. One thing is certain-the

pro..r, tf discoroeting a solution to our catalog problems must not be

limited to a single pattern or method.
At this poini t ihall further limit my remarks to a discussion of one

possible solution of the present dictionary catalog problem-a pattern

Lt boot catalogs which -ignt be supplemented by one or more limited

card catalogs.
Let me 

"dig...s 
long enough to point out how Pertinent this discussion

is to the current revision of cataloging rules. The revisions propose some

changes which will have far-reaching results. A large library considering

the e-fiects of the revised rules on its catalog if implemented according to

usual recataloging patterns, might decide to limit its acceptance of the

new rules. It migfrt-not adopt all of them and it might hlve t9 find short-

cuts in implemEnting thosi it does adopt. Compromising the applica-

tion of the new rules will not provide a satisfactory solution.
It seems to me that library ind catalog needs of the future support th-e

adoption of the revised rules and further, that these needs dictate a shift

to ni* catalog patterns. In fact, the new rules ofier us the opportunity for

a much-needed fresh beginning.
I believe this fresh beginning will mean a new pattern of book-and-

card-catalogs for large libiaries with research collections. I believe this

fresh begirining is iievitable, even without the stimulus of the revised

catalogirig rulei, and that we must begin now to prepare ourselves and

our libraries for it.
It is a bit difficult to say how we should ready ourselves for changes

on which we are not yet agreed. Possibly the best first steP would be to

cease to be satisfied with what we now have, with the present PurPoses
and patterns of our work, and with our individual knowledge. Instead of

a peisonal and individual day-by-day approach to our work it would be

desirab,le to develop a unified approach that considers and relates present
operations to future needs. As individuals we would still get on with our
immediate jobs, but with an awareness of the future not now common

among librarians.
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rangement of the new catalog, they do not need to include final decisions
on the disposition of the old catalog. r have no doubt that the future will
provide the technical know-how necessary to preser-ve in usable, space-
saving form, the essential information presently contained. in any iarge
dictionary catalog.

This library makes full use of Library of Congress cataloging and
participates in various cooperative cataloging efforts. It must, trre.efor.,
take into account what other large libraries are planning to do about
implementing the revised cataloging rules before it decides on its own
course of action. on the basis of its own future needs, and because of its
cooperative interests and responsibilities, the library decides it will adopt
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the new cataloging rules as of a predetermined date. It also decides it will

in new patterns are needed and are bound to develop' Let me outline

briefly o'ne pattern from the great variety of patterns *-e Tts! consider as

we search fbr the best patterirs for the near future and for the more dis-

ject headings would be regularly selected and assigned. The-"briefness"

in the desciiption of titleJ cataloged from galley proof would relate to

such details as collation (r v. would be used instead of paging) and in the
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I descriptions would be published in
_ed catalog.
inted b_ook catalog in sufficient copies
ilog. There would be a supplemerri".y
rformation on local orrreirhip and on
ical card catalog would be i limited
on of the printed catalog is received,
be marked. If desired, the numerical

annorating the author section. 
e'arranged and used as a basis for

Cards for rhe numerical catalog and/or the shelflist could be pre-
lf*d 

fo"T.printed preliminary or inar cataroging information, becausethe essential data on identificafion number, names, and subject headings
;s. If desired, rhe central cataloging

for the usual records and tor ani
Iocal authors

Titles published, by the 
-cooperating publishers after the plan be-comes operable would be ordered by ti'eii identification n,rmt ers. pre-

order searching would be rimited to i check of the publicationldentif ica-

,Tl,f;l*::.:i:.rn. 
Iibrary,s o,,,r,unJing order file'ana i., its ow,rership_

:fer to continue for the present to use
r of the new publications, this could
he class number from an acceptable
as part of the identification number.

ratter inro rhe author and book- *,-1'.1t'.1iff::t:ltffit'.:i1;T.T#;There could be no problems of duplicate ca' numbers. The card in thelibrary's-ownership-iocarion recordi courd still b. u;;rrg.; 
"r]nder 

thepublication's ideniification number, urra tt i, number could. still be usedfor order purposes.
Such a plan would bring large sa,

space requirements. It would curtai
present costs of subiect classificatio
catalog cabinets, and processing. Ur
greatly reduced need for librarialn_catr
ing office. In the larger libraries a sr
catalog books needei urgently, sper
old publications.

The convenience of multipre copies of the various sections of the

2 2 1
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y of additional personnel no longer

Ls, should counterbalance any prefer-
'e for the present card catalog's well-

form'

catalogs is the variety of approache
vantageous where distinctions betwr
their lerminology remains distincti
need arises for a new subject aPPr
former approaches are still maintained.

Such a centralized cataloging plan would result in a uniform product

and uniform records ir, .o[p.iu^,ing libraries' This uniforrnity-would

help both the lib'raries und tie ,,sei of libraries' I have no doubt that

under such a system a-more genefous supgiy of entrieswill be te.chnicallY

and economicaily feasibte. Uider a cent;ali;ed system there could be fully

qualified experti in three major areas: cataloging,- subject .analvsis' 
and

lingrrages, ai well as exPerts in the various forms of material: documents'

music, maps, serials, etc.
Under the centralized system suggested, a library could still have a

card catalog, because the nlcessary iltdt could-be reproduced from the

book catalo'g, or obtained from tire central office or through the book

oublisher or dealer.
"-T;;;;r.J uo"r. catatog will no doubt include more enrries than

are available in any one libiary. I do not believe this is necessarily bad,

for it will build into the localiy-used catalog some of the advantages of

rphies.
:ition number will be a convenient

: shelves, and the library page (human

:rship-location records' An added ad-

me number for a title in all libraries

under the plan.
In case'urryorr. thinks this plan is too modest and too unsophisticated

_let me say t'hat I agree. It istfferedmerely as a basis for further discus-

sion on the immediaie fut.rre of "Book Catalogs and Card Catalogs'"
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The Draft Code and Problems of
Corporate Authorship.

AnNolo H. Tnorrrn
Associate Director for Technical Departments

Uniuersi.ty of Illinois Library, [Jrbana

. 
Although rhe response to the proposed rule, in general, has been

favorable, strong misgivings have- be-en expressed nl, sorne reference
libl'arians and catalogers.

^ 
Thq former, particularly, have advocated use of the official or legal

form_of corporate names as, in the case of personal authors, they hive
urged the use of the full form of name follow-ed by the dates of birih and

^_ 
*Revision^of 

.a 
p3pe1 presented at the meeting of the ALA-RTSD Catalog and

Classification Section in Cleveland, June rz, r96r.
** see r.F.L.A. rnternationar conference on cataloguing principres, paris, gth-rgth

october, ry6t- Library Resources and rechni,car se,"i.ies, S:,6t-r7i. spring igoz.
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death. That is to say, they take the position that the form of entry adopted

must provide absolute identificatiorz of the author, personal or corporate,
and tiat a rule which assures only that the entry will be adequately differ-

entiated so as to make unlikely the inadvertent use in the catalog of two

givings will be acknowledged by all who have observed the inconsister,rcies
in the names by which ro*e.o.porate bodies identify themselves in their

various publications or even in Jsingle one. And yet it must be recognized

that theie variations in name constitute exceptions to the common practice.

Whether absolute identification of a corporate author in the catalog

entry is a proper function of the catalog peihaps is debatable.-Actually,
forms of entry adequately differentiated when necessary, usually also re-

sult in effective identification. The use of the official or legal form of name

may in fact prove more of a hindrance than a help. Hugh chaplin at the

Montreal InJtitute urged consideration of the users' approach in the

matter of difierentiation zs. identification of authors. It was his belief

that the user of the catalog may have his approach to material made more

difficult by over-difierenriation and that the demand that an author

should not be concealed in the catalog under the full legal form of name

comes, in fact, from the user. But, he emphasized, to restrict the catalog

entry to the name generally known to users, does not absolve the cataloger

of his responsibility of identification. Even under the proposed rules, the

cataloger must make reasonably sure that he does not establish two or

more different forms of entry for the same author.
Only catalogers have any real notion of the large share of cataloging

time that must 6e devoted under the present lules to searching for authori-

tative information to determine the official form of name of a corporate

to the library user.
Some criticism has been directed at the rule which directs that, "if the

name of a colporate body has changed, its several names are successively
used and. linked by appropriate references." The dissenters take the

position that the second-obJective-to display together in one place all

ihe works of an author-should hold equally for corporate and personal
authors. The proposed rule wouid result in dividing the works of a

corporate authar 6et*een two or more places in the alphabetical scheme
of the catalog. As a consequence, they point out, there would be not only
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much. unnecessary duplication of catalo,g entries for these publications,
but also unwarranted and needress incoivenience to the usei if he is in-
terested in discovering all of the works of the corporare aurhor held by
the library.

These critics reject as a form oI rationarization the pr-oposition that
no matter what names a person may use in the course oj his life, he re-
mains the same individual, whereas a corporate bocly is subject to various
functional and organizational chang"r *iri.h often result in a change of
name and, in effect, a change in identity. To them, the changes in name of
the institution established is the Farmir's High school andcalled succes-
sively Agricultural college of pennsylvania, Fennsylvania state college,
and- Pennsylvania State University, represent not changes in the identi"ty
of that institution but onry changes ii i ts functio'urrir.ope. But at the
Montreal rnstitute the discussion on this question made ii evident that
the practical advantages of entry under suciessive names, rather than the
attempt at a theoretical justification, had greater influence. r am convinced
that.sumner soalding voiced a majorit! opinion when he stated that,
de_spite the weakness of any theoretical basii to support it, the proposed
rule was nevertheless one' of the most practicalj iensib,le, and useful
changes to be found in the draft code and that, iherefore,'he endorsed
it heartily.

, The present ALA rule requires that all publications of a corporate
body be entered under the latest form of its ;ame. This demands whole.
sale.recataloging of all works already represented in the catalog under an
earlier form of name. Proof that librariei have found the b,urdC'n imposed
by the present rule heavier than could be borne is found. in the faci that
many catalog departmenrs have abandoned. it or at least modified it. some
of the larger libraries were following the poticy of entry under successive
names even before the present code revision got under way. rn this con-
nection, it is interesting to note that the publiiations of the pennsylvania
state university and its antecedents are citaloged in its own library under
the_four names by which that institution ha-s been designated since its
establishment in 1855. rn reporting this fact, Evelyn H"ensel indicated
that,. even though application of the proposed rule results in a larger
number of catalog entries, she nevertheless favored entry under successive
names. other l ibraries, the University of l l l inois Library for instance,
ye-ars ago adopted the practice of leaving under the earlier form of name
all monographs which were issued and serial titles which had ceased
publication,prior ro the change in name. Not only do these departures
from the old rule further the cause of cataloging economy; they arso
avoid the bibliographic absurdity of showing thi works of a'subordinate
unit which ceased ro exist prior to a changeln name of the parent body,
lld... an entry made up of the parent 6ody's latest name and a sub-
division representing the defunct rubordinate unit.

_But, logic and economy in cataloging are not always in themselves
sufficient justification for urging a chingi from past practice. certainly
users of the catalog should also benefit by the proposed change or, at
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in the library.
But is this the usual approach to an author entry? Proponents of the

together bibliographical, booktrade, and cataloging practice.
The most important effect of the principle which declares that "a

corporate name is entered directly in the form used" is that it does away
with the difference in the treatment of societies and institutions (or
establishments). Not counting rules of entry for government bodies, the
rg49 ALA code came up withiome forty rules for societies and institutions
and an additional nineteen rules for "miscellaneous bodies not included

institutions with certain kinds of names.
David Watkins, among others, suggested that it would be unwise to

enter directly under *teir names institutions whose names begin with
common generic tenns or phrases, such as uniuersity or public library'
because this would create excessively long files under these terms. But
is this a reason which would justify a deviation from the general principle?
After all, this is a problem which, as in many other extensive files, can be
remedied through the appropriate use of guide cards.

Moreover, this suggested disadvantage is largely offset by the resulting
reduction and simplification of files under geographic names, of which

was reduced to six or less in every case.
The position of those who favor enterin'g "local" or "civic" institutions

under place instead of directly under name, is well stated by Susan Has-
kins in the summer, 196r, issue of Library Resources dr Technical Seraices:

"From the standpoint of use of the catalog the most direct approach
would appear to be by the place where [the institutions] are located.
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Critics of the proposal to enter institutions directly under name have
at various times and places suggested that the reader's approach often is
not that which the draft code provides. But, so {ar as these opinions have
any validity, they are based on observations of readers who have become
conditioned to catalogs constructed upon the present ALA rules. Surely,
a reader not so conditioned would in all probability look for an institution
under the name by which he knows it or as he finds it cited. in biblio-
graphical references, that is to say, the form by which it is most comrnonly
identified in its works.

Having examined these problems of corporate authorship and weighed
the possible alternative solutions, I conclude with this plea. Let us support
rules of entry governing the publications of corporate bodies along the
lines developed in the draft code. By doing so, we shall be ab,le to avoid
many of the traditional technicalities of cataloging and we shall be able
to walk out of the labyrinth created by our present rules for the entry of
societies and institutions.
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Reflections on Catalog Code Revision
ErnnNon SvuoNs, Head Cataloger

Uniuersity of Kansas Libraries, Lawrence

DOR SEVERAL YEARS NOW catalogers have been waiting for the

I'green light while traffic engineers argue whether the light should be
emerald green, hunter gre€n or nile green, whether it should be round or
square, whether it should be above or below the red light, whether it
should in fact be green, and whether there should be any traffic lights at
all. Why do they not change the light to green, even if it is a green we
do not all like, and let us proceed on our journey?

No cataloging code can be perfect. Every code must be a compromise,
and to have to wait while the experts quibble about the exact nature of the
compromise is frustrating and unhelpful for any cataloger or cataloging
department that has a constructive, forward-looking policy. As a head
cataloger who is anxious to have a constructive policy for the catalog, I
would rather the discussers came to some agreement on a code and gave
us a chance to put it into operation.

There are several basic facts that the compilers of a cataloging code
need to bear in mind:

r. The aim of any cataloging code is to make library materials available
to users of the catalog at any point where they might reasonab,ly be expected
to look for it. The catalog users are moderately intelligent human beings,
but we cannot expect them to master a complex set of rules in order to
find their way round the catalog. It is enough that they should know the
alphabet. Are we expecting too much of them even in imposing on them
our rigid cate'gories of author, title and subject entry?

z. The cataloging rules are manipulated by catalogers who are at least
as intelligent as the library users, who are trained in the principles of
cataloging, and who presumably have sorne rudimentary feeling for order,
accuracy and consistency (If they have not, they have no business being
librarians, let alone catalogers) If any efiort is to be made, it should be
made by the compilers of the catalog and not the users. Catalogers can
be trained to use a fairly complex set of rules and to accept such concepts
as corporate authorship and conventional title. At the same time, their
work must never become a merely mechanical app,lying of rules without
an understanding of what these rules are about or, even more disastrous,
with no understanding of the materials that are being cataloged. They
must always understand that the purpose of cataloging is to make the
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Mechanization and Subiect Headings.
HnNnY J. Dunrsrnn, Chief

General Relerence and Bibli,ography Di'uision
The Library of Congress

is essential."
A brief word now about the conduct of the survey. The survey team**

procedures are designed to serve.

* Remarks addressed to the ALA Cataloging Policy and Research committe, Jan-

search Corporation.
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of books take precedence over changing subject headings that have out-

lived their usefulness?
Evidence that change lags behind the need for chang-e is to be found

in the use ol outmodedi".-ittotogy and. in the accretion of many hundreds

of entries under a single headinglbove and beyond the optimum number

that can be readily comprehended.
A proper machine system can m

cally, and with surprising econorny ol
cataloger. The economy is achieve<
clerical component involved in his cc
his efiorts to be more usefully conce
lectual aspects of his work. It woulc
heading for possibilities of subdividir
headings when the literature on a sI
velop a heading more resPonsive t
promised because the machine needr
with the new heading (or entries ur
old one is called fot,"oi to provid'e entries under the old as well as the

new whenever the new is re{nested. One can see, however, that the boon

is not only granted to the caialoger but to the user as well by sparing-him

the task of laborious movemend in response to the cross-reference chain

that frequently substitutes for actual changes of headings or the equally

difficult iast< of skimming rhrough too many entries under too general a

heading.
Altfiough this description is speculative, one can find actual mechanized

applicatiois to existing systems and collections, albeit that these systems

ui. *o." circumscribef, or limited than the universal collections found

in the large, general purpose resear
Services Technical Information Agr
the machine each time a subject t
essentially a form of posting. A tern
times) is examined to see whether ir
broken down to its constituent term
it should be retained in its existing form. The Medlar system now being

designed for the National Librar/of Nledicine has the requirement for

the iame capability. I would note in passing that the ASTIA_system em-

ploys the use of so-called descriptors of which at least 8olo -consist 
of

i..m, fot-erly conrained in a list of science subject headings devised by

its predecessoi, the Technical Information Division in the Library.of

congress. This opens the door to the interestin_g questiorr as to.the precise

natu; of the difference between subject headings and descriptors, unit

terms, semantic codes, roll inclicatori, and similar adjuncts of subject

terminology in use with mechanized systems. I don't want to digress on

this topic1ut will want ro say a brief word about these difierences when

I discuss subject heading theorY.
Thus, with respect tJ the consequences to be derived from mechaniza-

tion one should 
"*p..t 

reduced time devoted to searching by the cataloger
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leadings. One should expect a greater
ied to 6is proper intelleciual fuiction,
rf the clerical routines and providing
; control of the sysrem, its up-dating,
C continuing subject retrieval require,

ments. To exploit these advanrages, a proper .6ae una guide to staridard
procedures will be indispensable. one 

^"r 
trt" necessary cinditions for eco-

nomical mechanization is procersing of large quantities of information. I
would guess that more than one libiary o. iitr*.y system will be involved
in these developments. without .o-*o' standarhs,'the system will not be
able to maintain itself nor serve its intended goals.

r should like to stress rhar the advent of ilechanization will require
detailed feasibility studies which must meer potential criticism by'pro-
ponents of novel or non-conventional methods of subject organization.
None of us is unfamiliar with criticism which characierizes iraclitional
library procedures as slow, perfectionest, inefficient, unresponsive to the
needs of scientific research, and lacking depth of analysis or indexing,
all of which might, howe-v91, be changeJ try ?he machine and by new, ii_
determinate methods which the michine makes possible. Th" irrdir-
pensible tool for the assessment of such criticism, und fo. the ability to
place such criticism in proper perspective, is a corpus of theory which
provides a common frame'r,vork of referen.e for both the traclitional and
the newer methods of subject organization.

r recently experienced a startring insight upon reading an unpublished
paper clescribing a contemporary large mechinized ryrti- in wnich the
enumeration of problems experiencecl by the system represented virtually
a one-to-one correspondence with the enumeration- of problerns en-
countered in our traditional subject heading practices as clescribed by
David 

laykln in a paper contribuied to the rg5z symposium at Columbia
unrversr[y. In the absence of a proper body of theory. all comparisons
betw-een systems reduce to a leve^l oi ..'o." or less incoherent argumenrs
which refer in the main to practices and. rarely touch the unierlying
functions. rn all too many initances, the underlying functions are com-
mon to_a variety of systems, all laying claim to novefattributes.

^ 
It 

.should go without ga.ying thit the full elaboration or synthesis
of .a theory, or code, of subject"heading anarysis provides a mosr useful
point of departure f.or th9, understanding of aiernarive systems and,
even_ more significantly, wiII permir usefui contribution, to ih" fruitful
dev_elopment of such systems, a development from which our trained
and experienced catalogers are now virtualty excluded.

Another point to bear in mind. considering the influence of mechani-
per theory requisite for comparison
;, is that there is no monopoly on
,ed for communication uliimately
mong diverse systems. We are now
Ltibility in the work at ASTIA to
scriptors suitable for use within a
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diverse community of special libraries. At the same time attention rs

being given to the need ior compatibility between the terms designed_for

use in the mechanized system 
"ttd 

thore used for a manual system, when

both involve description of similar collections of documents. At still

another level, efforts are being initiated to develop compatible coding

of subject terms for machine use so that the work exp€nded in pro-

cessing documents for one machine system can be utilized in another

$ysre; consisting of different machines and possibly difierent applications.

Thus, to surnmarize, I have speculated- that arry future mechanized

system would, in principle, be hospitable to traditional subject cataloging

methods; that m^echanization wiil have efiects on our known way of

operating with traditional subject headings; but that the full development

oi u coa? or synthesis of applicable theory of subject heading analysis

would be a most useful toot in perfecting the understanding of our

traditional methods, that such theory can contribute to the development

of non-conventional methods and use the task of mechanization.

Later Re ON KPK

Panama Canal Zone; formerlY
Instructor in Library Science

Colorado State College

Peure AnrrstnoNc, ArmY Librari'an
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published in the current year, the most recent lists are of great importance;
even a month makes a great deal of difference.

sooner than in the BPR, and nearly one third of these lacked complete
information, such as the LC number and. the American edition. AJ an
example of discrepancy, one main entry* in the April issue of CBI was
entered under the corporare body while in the BPR it was under the
editor, the BPit entry, of course, matching that of LC. This could easily

taneously in both. The BPR contains a larger percentage of current
listings than the CB1 since it has the advantagE of being published
monthly. July, August, and December, when CBI is not published, are the
very months a college library normally does its heaviest ordering. Only
three books could not be verified by both; rwo were in BPR and one in
CBI.

The new BPR not only includes all the tribliographical information
the CBI contains, but it has two additional features: the short identifying
annotation of each book, and, for the trenefit of smaller libraries, the
suggested Dewey classification number. To avoid possible duplication,
as noted above, the most important cataloging information for ordering
purposes is the correct establishment of the entry. The LC card number

cataloging panacea.

*Solomon, Philip. Sensory Depriuati.on. Cambridge, Harvard University press, 196r.
z6zo.
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Catalog Sleuthin g, or, the Great
Detective Game*

Kernnvr.l }lucnns Cuuncnrr-r,'Elead
Kenuood Branch

Formerly, Assistant in Technical Setwices' 
Cedar RaPids Public LibrarY

Cednr Rapids, Iowa

ra-tHE ,,FLOATER", that elusive card for which a book no longer

| .*irtr, poses a problem which is common to all libraries' Although

116 nua been aware for some time in the Cedar Rapids Public Library

that our catalog contained floating cards, only recently did we begin a

concerred attacf. A set of books ialled ldeai Which Haue Infl'uenced

Ciuilization really started it all. The set had been cataloged with many

analytics, and when it had been discarded, the tracings.for several volumes

had teen either lost or overlooked. Consider what a wide range of subject

matter .,ideas which have influenced civilization" could cover; it seemed

to us that every time we pulled out a drawer in the catalog, another "idea"

came to light.'we began to wonder how many other cards over the years

had becoml floarers, ind made a casual check. We found enough to make

us decide upon a drawer-bydrawer search.
Such an undertaking has had to be worked into a busy dePartment

schedule; our job is on"ly well begun. But in less than a year we have

pulled an estirirated two thousandfloaters' The Director of our Library

istimates that at our present rate it will take twenty y-ears_ to complete

the project! However,'since the floater pulled from the drawer being

.tre.i..a frequently leads to the pulling of one or more floaters from

other drawei, ,rot at the moment icheduled for checking, the number of

cards which will need pulling in later drawers should progressively di-

minish, and so we hope to gather speed as we go along' .
In undertaking a^searcf, for floating cards, it is obviously not possible

to check the authenticity of every card. Several things may cause us to be

suspicious. Sometimes cards are'dirty, or-the age-of handwritten cards

-ui.., them suspecq but the cards for a classic which has been re-bound

may look old but be still current. In our catalog probab'ly the largest

,rrrlirb.. of floaters are analytics. In the past, anals were made rather

generously for plays, short stories, biography, as well as for subject fields'

* Talk given at the October 2o, 196r, meeting of the Technical Services Division of

the Iowa Library Association.
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nothing in the catalog under APPARITIONS". An alert circulation
assistarit will sometimei dit"o,tet inaccuracies and discrepancies of which

the catalog department is unaware. (IC needs to be made clear to the new

stafi mem6e. ih.at *e want a note about a floater, or a mis-filing, or what-

tenure was fortunately brief, when given a group of books to discard,

simply tossed them out, without sending any records to the catalog de-

partment. Let us hope this is only a rumor.
And so I come back to the title which I selected in a rather flippant

moment: "Catalog Sleuthing, or The Great Detective Game." It fs de-

rective work whiih enables the alert librarian to find a floating card,

current, and among them only rarely a floater.

INSTITUTE ON INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

The University of Minnesota, through its Library School and its Center for

Continuation Study, has announced an Institute on Information Retrieval to

be held Septcmber rg-zz, 196z. It will be under the direction of Wesley -Sim9n-
ton. Regisiration fee will be $r5.oo which includes fo'r.rr lunches. For further

informaiion write: Director, Center for Continuation Study, University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis r4, Minnesota.
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Reclassification for the Divisional Plan
Mrnralt C. Melov

Head, T echnical Seruices
Stanislaus State College Library

Turloch, California*

/^IALL IT INCIDENTAL reclassification (Tauber)l or partial (Mori
lg1 arty)2 as you prefer, but let's face it: most of us eventually have to do
a little or a lot. Here is an account of how one college library is managing
to accomplish such a project. As Taubers has implied, exact costs are
difficult to determine and comparisons somewhat unfair. This paper will
not recapitulate the principles laid down in the literature on this subject,
nor will it cite all of the articles discussing reclassification in various li-
braries. All I hope to do is to offer some encouragement to other librarians
faced with the necessity of doing some reclassification without extra stafi.

The Bachground

Humboldt State College is planning a new library building in which
the collection (ca. 7o,ooo volumes, Decimal classification, open stack) will
be arranged by large subject areas-the divisional plan.a To avoid confu-
sion for the Library's patrons, it was decided to keep the book stacks ar-
ranged in the order of the Decimal classification and to limit the reloca-
tion of any blocks of numbers to an absolute minimum. However, local
policy had been to classify all "study and teaching" with the special sub-
ject studied, all collective biography in gzo, and individual biography in
ger. These local practices, together with several standard D.C. Iocations,
obviously placed many books in the wrong divisional areas.

The Decision

A rapid survey of the classification and consideration of the curricu-
lum indicated that it would be necessary to reclassify study and teaching
of special subjects on the elementary and secondary levels to bring them
into the Education and Psychology Division, to reclassify most collective
and all individual biography to the pertinent subject areas (this last not
without some lively argument and misgivings on the part of the Head
Cataloger), to consolidate most of the special reference books with the cir-
culating collection, and to reclassify all decimal subdivisions of or6 to the
pertinent subject number with o16 as a subdivision (an alternative ar-
rangement of bibliography suggested by Dewey himself;. Some smaller
projects were: possibly consolidating conservation materials now scat-

* Formerly Head Cataloger, Humboldt State College Library, Arcata, California.
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The Method

In the summer of rg59 no increase in regular staff was possible, but
some money was available for extra student assistants toward the end of

While most of the stafi worked on taking inventory of the book col-
lection, the Head cataloger reread books and articres on reclassification,

social studies in the elementary field but under science in the secondary
field, in line with california school pracrice. copies of the outlined re-
classification-procedure, the special 37o schemes, and poricy decisions were
made ready for each staff member.

__ El.! professional librarian (except the College Librarian and the
He_ad ca_taloger) was assigned a section of the sherflist to read for "study
and teaching" material. All such shelflist cards were pulled, except for
titles obviously above the secondary level. A student uriistunt went io the
stacks and loaded the books on a truck. A clerical assistant searched for

time.

_. Jo lecla_ssify a book, the professional staft member put a remporary
slip in the shelflist under the preferred 37o numbe. to pie-rent conilict of
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book numbers, then penciled the new call number on the verso of the title
page and on the shelflist card. Statistics r^'ere kept as requirecl by the li-
brary's cumulative records. Books were Eiven to studeni assistants who
used electric erasers to remove old call nimbers. Then a highly accurate
typist put the rrew call numbers on the book cards, typed niw-labels for
the-spines,.and put the new call numbers on the booli pockets with pen
and ink. At the same time orher assistanrs, working fiom the shelilist
cards, were typing removal slips to substitute for author cards in the

-public catalog. complete sets of cards were pulled from the public catalog
by any stafi members available and capable, whether professionar or cleri--
cal. Again the reliable typist was depended upon, to-check that all cards
of a set were in hand as she changed the lall numbers. (Experience
showed that series cards should be kepr in a separare fi le, acceisibie to the
typist as she comes to each "Series" tracing). Students pasted the ner,v
labels on the books. The catalogers had qualms about sending books anrl
cards out again without checking them against each other, 

"but 
the re

markably small number of errors turned up during the next year provecl
the competency of conscientious stafi mem6ers who knew that theii work
would not be revised and were thereby impressed with the necessity of

- During all rhiii-zictivitfffiiiead cataloger helped make difficult deci-
sions on classification, tried to keep work flowing evenly, and foilowed. up
on volumes, copies, or titles not located immediaiely.

The Results

seven hundred and sixty-eight vol,mes were reclassified during June
of r-95g, In the early summer of 196o the total project was given another
push when- rz64 volumes of biography were reclassified by ihe same gen-
eral procedure. rn 196r the training of a new staff to take inventoryind
a. shortage of student assistants made it impossible to do any reclasiifica-
tion. It is hoped that succeeding years rnuy i.e further progress.

_At the beginning of each summer's project, stafi membirs were asked
to keep track of timg in hopes of getting some valid figures on the rabor
cost per volume. But reporting was felt to be so subsidiary to getting the
work done, that a scrupulous separation of professional from clelrical
duties and accurate record-keeping went by the board. student assistants
or extra clerical employees were not always available when needed. to
keep-certain bottlenecks from developing. As a result, professionar stafi
members sometimes went to the stacki to examine and gather the books,
or pulled cards from the catalog when needed. some students left on va-
cation 

-unexpectedly without t.trnitrg in the record of hours spent on vari-
ous tasks; these figures have been estimated.

Statistics

As has- been explained above, the following figures do not accurately
portray the proportion of professional to nonprofessional tashs. The
larger proportion of professional time consumid. in 1959 was partly

accuracy.
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caused, however, by the necessity of examining
"study and teaching" books, while in 196o the
ready segregated.

the shelflist to catch all
work (biography) was al-

1959 196o Total

Volumes reclassified
Titles reclassified

768
69r

1264 2U.32
rr38 t8z9

Hours spent by staff professional
clerical
student

2oZ 239 416
r35 r34 269
65 87 rS2

86246aTotal

Average number of volumes per man-hour
Average number of titles per man-hour

r  8 8  2 . Z S  2 . 3 4
r  . 6 9  2 . 4 7  2 . r r

Recommendations

As a result of this experience, I suggest that anyone wishing to keep
accurate figures on labor costs of reclassifying should prepare forms on
which each staff member might keep a time record by type of work done,
as in job analysis. Such a form should show the time required for pro-
fessional and nonprofessional duties regardless of the actual assignment
to stafi members. Actual labor costs could be calculated from the salaries
or wages of the stafi members signing the forms. A good deal of indoc-
trination seems to be necessary to explain to all concerned the use that
will be made of the statistics and the importance of keeping track of the
time by function performed.

Materials costs should be negligible. The few new book cards and
pockets used would probably have had to be replaced in the course of
normal library operations. Labels and electric eraser refills may be
counted. Overhead is notoriously difficult to calculare, but could perhaps
be estimated from the number of man-hours as a portion of the totaT man-
hour budget for the year.

r. Tauber, Maurice F. "Partial *".r"ffiH;T:' Journot of Catatoging and Ctassi.fica-
tion, t2:22r-225. October, 1956,

z. Moriarty, John H. "Plea for Management Study of Partial Reclassificarion Prob-
lems." Journal of Cataloging and Classification, tg:gz-gg. January, r956.

3. Tauber, o'p. ci,t.

4. Tauber, Maurice F. and Associates. Techni,cal Sertices in Li,braries. New York, Co-
lumbia University Press, rg54, p. 264.

5. Ashton, J. R., and flansen, O. B. "Adaptations of the Dewey Classification to a Col-
lege Divisional Library." Journal of Cataloging and, Classification, ro:86-9r. April,
r954'
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Form Division in L.C. and D.C.
Classification Schemes

Trroooonn Selvronn
Liuonia, Michigan

tTtHE EI{PLOYNIENT of form divisions in the L.C. and Dewey
-f Classification schemes present revealing likenesses and differences.

Before we discuss actual cases, however, it is necessary to draw several
distinctions in the use of the term "form" in form divisions.

(a) "Form" can refer to the particular arrangement or method of
treatment of a work (pure form). (b) "Form" can refer to the range or
scope of the sutrject or subjects covered in a work (general form). For
example, a work which deals with the theological, legal, and economic
aspects of religion would be placed under this caregory. (c) "Form" can
refer to the particular point of view or aspect by which a subject is treated
(general special). An example would be a history of botany.

In general, the use of form divisions in L.C. follows the first definition
of "form," but in D.C. the classic nine form divisions are really sub-
divisions of classes which are applicable to all or almost all of the ten
classes-or, if you will, a mixture of pure form, general form, and general
special categories.

After a study of all classes in both schemes, I would like to submit one
class as typical of the other classes for an analysis of the difference in the
use of form divisions Listed below in tabular form are the relevant D.C.
and L.C. schedules for political science, the L.C. schedule slightly ab-
breviated:

320
32o. r
32o.2
320.3
320.4
320.5
32o.6
320.7

32o.8
320.9

etc.

Dewey Classification

Political Science
Theory
Compends, Statecraft
Dictionaries
Essays
Periodicals
Societies
Education; study and

teaching
Polygraphy
Hiscory

Library of Congress Classi,fication

JA Political Science
r-26 Periodicals

z8i4 Societies
gb Congresses

86-49 Collection of monographs
and collected writings

5o-b9 Yearbooks
6 r -69 Encyclopedias

Theory, method (politics as
a science)

General
Relation to law, sociol-

ogy, erc.
History of political science
Study and teaching

7 r
75-8o

8r-84
86-89
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(Remarks: Under periodicals L.C. divides by country or area. In addi-
tion, societies, yearbooks, and encyclopedias are divided by country in
L.C. Both D.C. and L.C. divide history by country. Political theory re-
ceives a separate class schedule in L.C., namely, JC.)

It is possible to analyze the use of form divisions in the two schemes
under the following four categories:

r. The order or position of the form divisions within each class.
z. The notation used in representating form divisions, including the

rationale behind the employment of form divisions.

3. The relationship of the form divisions to other categories used in
the schedule, e.9., geographical and chronological divisions.

4. The comparative value of the form divisions as used in L.C. and
D.C. That is to,say, which of the two systems uses form divisions to their
maximum advantage?

First let us consider the position or order of the form divisions within
a class. In L.C., form divisions usually precede the general form and
general special divisions of a subject. In D.C., the general categories come
first, the pure form and general special divisions follow. For example, a
general work in political science would be classed gzo in D.C., a periodical
in political science 32o.b, etc. In L.C., a general work in political science
would be classed JA 7r if it dealt with politics as a sciencel, a periodical
in JA r-:6, etc. Often in L.C. the general divisions are divided by date
so that earlier material is kept separate from more recent material. The
year r8oo is commonly used. The general form catego,ry in D.C. is rarely
comparable to the general category in L.C. since L.C. frequently uses
the general category as a subdivision of a form division. For example, in
L.C. the form division "Study and Teaching" under political science is
subdivided by a general category as well as by country and school cate'
gories. In brief then, form divisions usually follow the general divisions
in D.C.; in L.C. form divisions usually precede the general.

Second, the notation in D.C. is the same for all form divisions unless
the form divisions are inapplicable to the subject, as in history. Further-
more, there are adjustments made in the meaning of the notation to fit
the subject. For example, ".8" usually stands for collected works in a sub.
ject but under 6oo, ".8" represents patents and inventions. Nonetheless,
the numbers are significant notwithstanding their use under a particular
subject, i.e., they are mnemonic. In L.C. the notation is non-transferable
from one schedule to another, but the order of the form divisions under
a subject is relatively uniform. The rationale of the use of form divisions
in D.C. is intimately connected with the notation or mnemonic device.
As we know, the source of the form divisions in D.C. lies in the general
class of D.C.:

r A general work in the sense of covering the entire field of political science would
probably be classed JA 66-69.
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ooo General Works

ro Bibliogaphy
20 Library science

30 General encyclopedias
40 General collected essays
bo General periodicals

Form Divisions

or Theory, philosophy
oz Compends, manuals
03 Dictionaries, encyclopedias
04 Essays, lectures
05 Periodicals

On the other hand, the order of form division in L.C. vary to fit the
subject, but it is usually as follows:

Periodicals
Yearbooks
Congresses, societies
Sources, documents
Dictionaries, encyclopedias
Laws, regulations

etc.

Neither history not theory are considered as belonging to form divisions.
A glance at the D.C. tables indicates that Dewey was so enthralled by

his mnemonic instruments that these determined more than anything
else (except for the ten main divisions) the nature of his classification
scheme. Indeed, the notation is possibly more important than the classi-
fication itself. L.C., on the other hand was concerned primarily with
classification and not with the notation used to represent this classification.
Hence, L.C.'s theory behind the use of form divisions is both more logical
and more practical than in D.C. In short, its rationale is functional,
while in D.C. it is mnemonical. If this is so, certain consequences follow.
In L.C. pure form divisions are clearly distinguished from the general and
general special divisions of the same subject. Furthermore, a close ex-
amination of the various schedules show that L.C. utilizes a much larger
number of pure form divisions than D.C. It is true, that D.C. did make
provisions for additional form divisions,2 but this considerably diminished
the scheme's mnemonic prowess and economy of marking. That is to say,
in D.C. the lure of mnemonics and the attempc at brevity in marking led
to diftculties, such as the b,lurring between pure form divisions and non-
form divisions, and long notation numbers. In addition, since the form
divisions in D.C. are relatively inflexible, the subject is squeezed to fit the
form divisions unless utterly inapplicable.

The third point of comparison deals with the relationship of the form
divisions to the other categories used in the schedule. However, mention
should first be made of one form division used by neither D.C. nor L.C.,
namely "bibliography". The question naturallv arises whether the bibliog-
raphy of a subject is to be classed with the subject or with a general
bibliographical schedule. L.C. makes provisions for both arrangements
(subject or Z schedule). Those libraries using D.C., on the other hand,
would require special devices (such as the use of letters) or the shelving

z This table is printed in front of the schedules in the r6th ed.
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of relevant works in the o16 class before each subject, if it chose to shelve
such books with other books on the same subject.

In L.C., form division$ are divided geographically or chronologically
whenever feasible. Furthermore, when applicable, form divisions in L.C,.
are subdivided by a general or a general special category. In D.C., form
divisions are generally undivided in the main schedules. In order to
obviate this real problem, however, a number of optional provisions are
made for geographical and other kinds of subdivisions under form divi-
sions in the r6th edition of D.C.B Because L.C. is as much a geographical
and chronological system as it is a topical system, the relationship of form
divisions to other categories is both integral and flexible. Contrariwise,
because D.C. is primarily a topical scheme, this interplay between form
divisions and other categories is difficult to achieve without violating the
whole system.

Finally, we can legitimately ask which of the rwo schemes uses its
form divisions to the maximum advantage. In L.C. almost every class,
subclass, and section has its form divisions and vice versa. This exemplifies
the pragmatic drive behind L.C., namely, "the way in which books actually
grouped themselves". As a result, L.C. is much more comprehensive,
expansive, and flexible than f).C. The dividing line between classes,
subclasses, and sections is relatively clear and unamb,iguous.

D.C. is unable to match L.C.'s use of form divisions. because the
scheme is limited by notational and mnemonic considerations. In D.C.,
the form divisions are simply subdivisions that are generally suitable
to the main classes.

In conclusion, it can be said that this disparity in the maximum
utilization of form divisions is the logical outcome of the other differences
discussed above.

3 A prior attempt in the r4th ed. was handicapped by excessive complexity.

T RAN SLAT ION A C T IV IT I  ES
The Special Libraries Asociation has compiled a Surey of Translation Ac-

tiuities in the Universities, Societies and Industnt in the Field^s of Sci,ence and
Technology.

The survey was supported by a grant from the National Science Founda-
tion, covers the years 1955-59, and indicates how to obtain translations of 678
research organizations in the U. S.

A limited number of copies are available for borrowing frorn the Special
I-ibraries Association Headquarters, 3r East roth St., New York g.
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Patron Use of the L. C. Classification
ANNnrrn L. Hoecn

Assistant Catalog Librarian
Southern lllinois UniuersitY

Carbondale

A STUDY OF PATRONS was included in a general investigation of

f\ use of the L.C. classification completed in May 196r.1 Two points
of view were. expressed: patrons described their search for material on the
shelves, and public service librarians gave their opinions of the extent
to which the patrons that they serve need and receive assistance.

Special, college, university, and public libraries use this classification.
The sample of r58 librarians is representative of the librarians who use
the classification, but the sample of. 476 patrons is not. More special
libraries (f+.7 per cent) are listed as having materials classified with
this system, but only one consented to ask patrons to participate. More
university patrons (7r.4 per cent) who were graduate students (59.8 per
cent) responded. The results are presented, in spite of these limitations,
for the following reasons: (r) universities and colleges probably serve the
largest number of patrons using this classification, (z) this,report includes
a greater variety of patrons than any found in the literature, (3) the re-
sults suggest that the type of library is not a significant factor in Patron
use of the classification.

Questionnaires were distributed to patrons as they ppproached the
shelves in three university libraries (Boston, Temple, Tennessee), three
college libraries (Claremont, Swarthmore, Williams), one public library
(St. Paul, Minn.) and one special library (McCormick Theological Semi-
nary). The public service librarians received and returned their ques-
tionnaires by mail. The opinions of the two groups are, therefore, inde-
pendent of each other.

Responses of 476 Patrons

Length of time classification had been used:
A year or more
Less than a year

Percent of Total
answering question

69.2
30.3

roo.o

1 Hoage, A. Annette L. The Li.brary of Congress Classification in the United States
(Unpublished D.L.S. dissertati'on, School of Library Service, Columbia University)
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Amount of instruction received:
Individual instruction in library
No instruction
Class instruction

Reasons for shelf search:
Specific title
Subject
Title and subject

Source of classification information:
Dictionary catalog
Other: Classified catalog, shelf list, book catalogs

and lists

Information known before shelf search:
Call or classification number
Location of material

Results of shelf search:
Found material

Found related material - 32 per cent

Did not find material
Material not on shelves - 95.5 per cent
Call no. not understood - +.S per cent

59.9

r2 .8

roo.o

60.o
36.4
3 .6

roo.o

59.o
4 r . o

roo.o

74.o
26.o

roo.o

8s.z

r4 .8

I O O . O

I O O . O

Sought help in search 9.5

The patrons described their shelf search, not their visit to the library. Their app-
roach to the catalog by author, title, or subject was not investigated.

Opinions of the Librarians

Conclusions and Suggestions

rn no instance did. the opinions and practices of the patrons in a spe-
cific type of library differ frbm those in 

-other 
types. Moit of rhe patrons
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used the classification as a location device. They usually found what they
wanted, and only g.b per cent sought help for the search that they de-
scribed. Flowever, 72.7 per cent of them indicated that they had received
instruction prior to their search.

Instruction on an informal, individual basis was reported by 59.9 per
cent of the patrons and 93 per cent of the librarians. The question raised
by these figures is whether or not this type of instruction is effective for
teaching the number who need it. Although the individual approach is an
excellent one and would be required to supplement any other methods,
group plans would save more time and give tretter organized instruction to
a greater number of patrons. Lectures could be given on phono-records,
tapes, films, or television sets to large numbers of patrons. The use of
audio-visual aids increases perception, assures uniformity, and provides
for evaluation and improvement.

Professional help in developing a program is often available. Enlisting
the aid of college and university faculty members can be an indirect way of
teaching them and extending instruction beyond the freshman level. In-
formation that might be of value to upperclassmen and graduate students
includes an analysis of how their subject majors are treated in the classifi-
cation, how the subdivisions in the classification compare with the ar-
rangement$ in the important bibliographies in their fields, how materials
in related fields are classified, and how this classification differs from other
systems. Classifiers should assist in planning the courses and teaching the
units whenever possible, because classification might be appreciated as a
useful bibliographical tool if it were discussed by librarians who fully
understand and can interpret its value.

Next Steps

More extensive study of individual patrons is needed. Case studies could
provide information that it was not possible to obtain through use of a
written questionnaire, such as: (l) the patron's typical behavior-visits
made to the shelves compared with those made to the library; (2) the
approach to the shelves-origin of the search, comparison of the t€rmi-
nology of the patron with that in the schedules, substitutions made by the
patron; and (3) factors contritruting to patron adjustment and maladjust-
ment in each situation. More information is needed concerning instruction
beyond the freshman level.

Cooperation from special librarians will have to be obtained before
a complete analysis of use of this classification can be made. It is used in
more special libraries, and yet academic librarians participated in greater
numbets.
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A Simplified Record System for
Binding Preparation

RouaNo E. Srrvr'us, Associate Director
The Ohio State Uniuersit"t Libraries

Columbus, Ohio

/^ILERCIAL RECORDS ARE LIKELY to become unwieldy and un-
\; necessarily complex if they are allowed to grow without periodic
review and re-evaluation. The volume of work to be handled in an office
system usually increases, and new operations and refinements are added.
Along with this growth process, cerrain routines may be dropped or trans-
ferred to another office. The original purposes for which a record was
devised are often forgotten, and additional files are constructed to meet
the new needs. In time, it may be found on re-evaluation that a number
of separate files are being maintained where one simp,lified record could
answer all needs, with a corresponding reduction of the staff time needed
for record maintenance.

In 1960 the binding preparation records of The Ohio State University
Libraries were reviewed and revised. A description of the revised record
and procedure follows, in the hope that some of the ideas may be applic-
able to binding preparation procedures in other libraries.

The system in use before 1960 was somewhat complicated by the fact
that about two-thirds of the library binding was done in a bindery in the
Main Library building, and the other third was sent to a commercial, off-
campus bindery. Each departmental librarian was assigned a monthly
quota for binding in the Iibrary trindery and a separate quota for corn-
mercial binding. The departmental librarian was responsible for selecting
volumes in need of binding, typing binding slips in duplicate (designating
the proper binder by the color of the binding slip), and sending all binding
to a central Bindery Preparation Division for further processing. The
Bindery Preparation Division (a) checked each volume for completeness,
(b) prepared binding instructions for each volume, indicating the correct
lettering, color, volume number, and similar information, and (c) filled
in a continuing binding record of each title, giving the volume and year,
the date sent to the bindery, and later the date returned. In addition,
volumes sent to the commercial bindery were typed on a shipping list
in duplicate, one copy of which could be retained, while the other was
included with the shipment. Page collation, removal of staples, advertise-
ments, and covers, and separation of supplements was done in the Bindery
Preparation Division for material to be bound in the library bindery. In
the Bindery Preparation Divison the following files were maintained:
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r. A permanent. alphabetical file o{ all serial titles bound in rhe library bind-
ery, giving a continuing binding record.

2. A permanent alphabetical file of all serials and sets previously bound in
the library bindery, giving collating and binding instructions and pattern num-
ber.

3. A temporary fiIe of serial and monograph volumes currently in the com-
mercial bindery, filed alphabetically under shipmenr number; after these volumes
had been returned, the slips were refiled into file q.

4. A temporary file o,f non-serial ritles curren;ly in the library bindery, filed
alphabetically under shipment number; rhese were refiled into file 5 after the
bound volumes had been returned.

b. A permanent alphabetical file of all titles previously bound and returned
from the commercial bindery and all non-serial titles previously bound and re-
turned from the library bindery, as a record of the date sent and returned from
the bindery (file f r serving this purpose for serial volumes bound and rerurned
from the library bindery).

R eaise d Procedure-S e rials

In the simplified system, only one file is maintained for all serial titles,
arranged by call number. 

'fhose 
regularly bound at the commercial

bindery are interfiled with those regularly bound at the library bindery.
Each card gives the binding title, color, department library, call number,
name of bindery, special instructions, binder's pattern number, and a
continuing record of volume number and year, date sent to bindery, and
date returned. The departmental librarian is not responsible for designat-
ing the proper bindery nor for typing any slips for serial volumes, but
merely sends the volumes to be bound to the Bindery Preparation Divi-
sion. A clerk in this division arranges them by call number, pulls the
proper cards from the file, enters on each card the volume number, the
year, or other designation that is to be stamped on the third panel

Use frrEsiu origC.DaL dlat€6 on Epine
BLnal one list of abbrevlatlons l!
o@h wl. at the end of voI.
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and the binder has made a pattern, he is interested only in the pattern
number and the volume and year. Therefore these figures are written
large and clear on the binding card, so rhar they witl be easily legible
to the binder on the reduced Photoclerk copy. If several volumes of the
same copy are sent to the bindery in the same shipment, each volume must
be entered on a separare l ine oi the binding cird, although several vol-
umes that are to be bound as one volume are entered on the same line.

the cards, moving roward the top, in order to simplify masking. These
Photoclerk slips are inserted in the proper volumes, to serye as instructions
to the binder. The binding cards are returned to the file.

Reuise d Proce dure-M ono graphs

In sending monographs to rhe Bindery Preparation Division to be
bound or rebound, the departmental librarian is asked to enclose a white
3" x 5" slip with each title, listing call number, author, title, volume
number, and library to which the bound volume is to be returned. A
Photoclerk copy is made of this slip in the Bindery Prepararion Division
and is inserted in the book to be bound. For books sent to the commercial
bindery, a second Photoclerk copy is made to serve as a shipping list.

Handling of Returned Shipments

When a shipment is returned from either of the b,inderies, the Photo-
clerk slips are enclosed in the bound volumes. Each volume is checked
against its slip for correct lettering and binding. Under the older pro-
cedure, bound volumes were sent to the Acquisition and the Catalog
Departments to have bookplates, pockets, and date due slips inserted,
to be entered in the Central Serial Record, and to be returned to the
departmental libraries. About two additional weeks were consumed by
this process. Now we use in lieu of bookplates a monogrammed endpaper,
which we furnish to the binderies. Pockets and date due slips are inserted
in the Bindery Preparation Division, and the volumes are distributed
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directly from this division. The Photoclerk slips are used to stamp the
return date on the serial binding cards and are then sent to the Central
Serial Record, where the bound volumes are added to the perrnanent
records.

File Equi,pment

While any file equipment could be used in a procedure like that de-
scribed above, we adopted the VlSlrecord. This is essentially a tub file in
which the cards are staggered so that one edge is visible. The cards stand in
the file, instead of being hinged or inserted in transparent pockets. Since
guide tabs allow the clerk to select any row immediately, and since a whole
row is visible at one time, the selection of any one of some 12,500 cards
can be made in several seconds. Another advantage of the VlSlrecord
over the blind file is that the space left when a card is removed is readily
visible, facilitating fast refiling. On the other hand we find this equiprnent
to be more compact and easier to enlarge than other visible files with
which we have had experience. Enlarging or reducing the file, as cards are
permanently added or withdrawn, is simply a matter of sliding all cards
in the row; cards are not attached by hinges or plastic pockets. A tub unit,
holding 13,000 cards, measures 34" x 24" x 29".

Adu'antages

l. Speed,. The most obvious and dramatic advantage of the revised
procedure has been the speed of handling material to be bound. While we
have made no stopwatch study, we estimate that the time saved for o,ur
departmental librarians has been at least half of the time formerly spent.
These librarians now merely select the volumes to be bound and send
them to the Bindery Preparation Division, without concern over which
of the trvo binderies has bound previous volumes. They need to type no
slips for serial volumes and one slip for non-serial volumes. In the Bindery
Preparation Division the time required for preparing and sending binding
has been cut by at least half. The number of files to consult and maintain
has been reduced, typing and recording has been eliminated or decreased,
and the use of photographic copying has eliminated the need for most
revision. Even the binders have gained something from the new pro-
cedure. Where they formerly filed their patterns alphabetically, they are
now able to file by pattern number, since our binding record carries their
pattern number for each volume to be bound. The job of pulling pattern
cards in the bindery has thus been greatly simplified.

2. Binding time. The increase of speed in handling material to be
bound has resulted in a significant reduction in the total time that books
and periodicals are out of the library for binding. Under our former
procedure, material awaiting binding was frequently held in the Bindery
Preparation Division for two to four months before it could be prepared,
and another one to two months after it was bound, awaiting revision,
final processing, and recording. Thus the total average time for non-rush
binding was from four to six months, during which the material was out
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of circulation. This total average time is now six to seven weeks: one to
two weeks being prepared, four weeks in the bindery, and one week being
revised, processed, and recorded.

3. Centralization of preparation In order to alleviate the bottleneck
in the Bindery Preparation Division, the preparation of binder's instruc-
tons was formerly done in the departmental libraries, with the Bindery
Preparation Division recording titles sent, collating volumes for the library
bindery, and revising bound volumes against binding instructions. This
division of labor was never very satisfactory, partly because departmental
librarians have too many other duties to spend much time on preparing
binding, and partly because the resulting prepararioq done by many
hands, was seldom sufficiently uniform. Further, the assignment to each
departmental librarian of a separate binding quota for the library bindery
and for the commercial bindery required that the librarian select the
required number of volumes from his library each month to be sent to each
of these binders. Titles were frequently senr ro the bindery which had no
pattern of previous volumes. A third problem which had never been
satisfactorily solved was the staggered binding of difierent copies of the
same periodical. Since librarians normally wish to have a journal volume
bound as soon as it has been completed, it was not unusual for the reader
to learn that all copies of a recent volume were at the bindery at the same
time. This problem became even more frequent when the total average
time that a journal was out of circulation was four to six months. (How-
ever, we frequently allowed readers to use a volume which was in prepar-
ation, but had not yet been senr to the bindery.)

The simplified procedure, by both eliminating the bottleneck and con-
solidating the complex of binding records, allowed us to cenrralize the
preparation of material in the Bindery Preparation Division. Selection
of the bindery having a pattern of previously bound volumes and stagger-
ing of copies also became simple when these responsib,ilities were cen-
tralized in the division.

Conclusion

I am aware that not all libraries divide their binding among two, or
more binders; not all have a complex of four or five files of binding
records; hence, not all will see anything remarkable in reducing binding
records to one or two files and reducing total b,inding and processing
time to six weeks. For the Ohio State University Libraries the improve-
ment has been significant. The use of visib'le files and photoduplication of
records to simplify and speed the preparation of binding is certainly not a
novel idea. But perhaps some part of our experience may be of interest
and help to another struggling library.
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Entries For Works Based Upon Periodicals
Rosnnr M. PrrnsoN. Humanities Librarian
McKeldin Library, Uniuersity of MaryIand

College Parh

66DNTER A COLLECTION of extracts by various authors from a
F, single periodical or newspaper und.er the name of the periodical

or newspaper." So begins Rule 5C (4) of the ALA Code, citing, as one
example,

The Atlantic monthly.
Youth and the new world, essays from the Atlantic

monthly, edited by Ralph Boas . . .

This rule is practically justified in so far as it collocates related items
and (in a general sort of way) cites source or responsibility. It also' is (or
seems to be) logically justified. It may, for example, be argued (l) that
works are, if possible, entered under authors, (2) that otherwise they are
entered under titles, (3) that selections from works entered under authors
are entered under authors, and (4) that selections from works entered
under titles should therefore be entered under titles. Another rationale,
implicit in the wording of ALA Filing Rule 37e and LC Filing Rule
Title.VIII, holds that a periodical title used as an entry for a book of
extracts is really an author statement, e.g., "The Atlantic monthly" is the
author of its Youth and the New World. (Neither filing rule, incidentally,
follows through with this argument, as both prescribe filing such "author"
entries af ter sirrrilat title entries: they thus violate the basic principles set
forth in ALA Filing Rule 24 and LC Filing Rule Intro-III.)

My observation is that Rule 5C(4) creates a practical difficulty. Patrons
confuse entries based upon it with entries for periodicals: they read them
as entries for what they seem to designate rather than for what they are
intended to designate. I feel, too, that there is a flaw in the first argument
cited above: what is good for General Motors may not be good for the
country; similarly, authors and titles need not be treated analogously
simply because of their use in common as entries.

I can see two possible ways to modify Rule 5C(4) which would retain
its strengths (cited in my second paragraph) and eliminate its weaknesses
(alluded to in my third). Both involve the addition, to names of periodi-

cals, of qualifying phrases. First, one could develop entries based upon
Rule 5C(4) into corporate author statements clearly distinguishable from
title statements, e.g.,

The Atlantic monthly. Editors.
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But such publications cannot always be credited to edirors or, indeed, to
any gtoup- Second, one could develop entries into title sratements clearly
distinguishable from enrries for periodicals, c.g.,

The Atlantic monthly. Selections.

Curiously enough, this second solution (toward which I lean) is anticipated
in Rule 27C, which authorizes such entries as

The Classical journal. (Indexes)
General index to volumes I-XXV . . .

Why not accord selections the treatment accorded. indexes?

If we accept this second solution, the next srep is either (l) ro compose
a number of qualifying phrases designed to bring out various relarion-
ships or (2) to compose one phrase which could be applied to all such
publications and which would be, if not specific, at leasi not misleading.
I lean toward the second alternative: a variety of phrases would, I am
persuaded, cornplicate cataloging and succeed only in presenting distinc-
tions unlikelv to be known to or of interest to catalog users. But "Selec-
tions" would be inadequate as a general solution: many such publications
are noc confined to selections. "Auxiliary publications," "secondary publi-
cations," and "Related publications" smell too much of the lamp; more.
over, they are too inclusive, suggesting works ab,out as well as works based
upon. I therefore suggest another possibility: the long but inclusive
"Selections, adaptations, etc."-the "etc." being all-important. Perhaps
"Selections, etc." would suffice.

The proposed change would entail a minimum of practical difficulties:
identifying entries to be revised could be safely left to chance, i.e., they
could be caught as cards are checked for other reasons or as, problems come
to the attention of reference librarians; stamps might be used to record
qualifying phrases; and tracings might stand as they are, with only
headings changed.

In any event, the present uncertain state of cataloging rules-the draft
code has not yet ruled on publications based upon periodicals-suggests
to me that now might be as good a time as any to reconsider how to enter
such publications. The way which I have suggested would, in my opinion,
"convenience" the public, gladden the reference staff, satisfy the demands
of logic, and simplify (or at least not add to) to the work of filers.
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The Development of
Subject Catalogs in the U. S. S. R.

Vr,eoruIn Stalrscxa
C olumbia U niuersi t^'t Li'braries

Nezu Yorh Cit"t

t-l-tHE SUBIECT CATALOG in Soviet libraries, although second in im-

I pottutt.. to the classed ("systematic") catalog which alone is regarded
as capable of reflecting the relationships among individual fields of knowl-
edge, has now passed half a century of development. This paper traces
briefly the history of Russian subject catalogs in the twentieth century,
and indicates some of the idiosyncracies of subject cataloging whose prin-
ciples are subordinated to the philosophical doctrine of dialectical ma-
terialism. The subject catalog is defined here as a separate catalog of sub-
jects arranged alphabetically by terms; the dictionary catalog plays no
fundamental role in Soviet libraries (with the exception of the Saltykov-
Shchedrin Library in kningrad). The description of the pre-war history
of Soviet subject catalogs is partially based on Dikovskayal whose short
treatment of the developmental phases of Russian subject catalogs is the
only one available.

The first Russian cataloger-theoretician of significance was A. M. Belov,
director of the tzarist Duma (State Assembly) library, whose rules2 are the
first cataloging instructions in the Russian language. Only a few tzarist
libraries maintained subject catalogs; Belov describes them in his work,
together with the subject catalog of the Dunra, library. Another publica-
tion of the tzarist period is the little brochure by N. Borovko3 which ap-
peared three years before Belov's work. The catalog of the S,imferopol'
library, described by Borovko, was not a pure subject catalog but a combi-
nation of the classed and subject catalogs.

Immediately after World War I, the delayed impact of the funda-
mental work of Cutter, Nizet, von Wyss, Bohatta, Zedler, and others
brought about a mounting criticism of the classed catalog which, together
with the author approach, had been the predominant form in tzarist
Russia. The next decade witnessed bitter polemics between classed catalog
and subject advocates (Dikovskaya estimates that of the approximately
8o journal articles and ro monographs on the subject catalog published
prior to the end of World War II, two-thirds appeared in the rgzo's). The
proponents of the subject catalog soup;ht to show that the classed catalog
was not suitable for either general bibliographic work or specialized ref-
erence problem, and that the subject catalog was a rational replacement; in
efiect they argued that the classed catalog lvas superfluous. Defenders of
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the classed approach objected to the formalism and lack of scientific char-
acter of the subject catalog, contending that with a satislactory classed and
author approach the subject catalog was redundant.

At the First Conference of Science Libraries of the Russian Soviet
Federated Socialist Republic in ry24, the moot point was posed as a ques-
tion of choice between the classed and the subject catalog. Only a few
speakers did actually suggest that the alternatives were not necessarily
antithetical: A. D. Kalishevskii, for example, argued that the choice of a
catalog type r,r,'ould vary according to the type of the library and the na-
ture of its collection. His proposal called for organization of subject cata-
logs in libraries which either had no catalogs at all or which possessed only
poor classed catalogs; at the same time, Kalishevskii maintained that even
libraries with well-developed classed catalogs should provide subject
approaches to certain sections of their resources.4

Major research and special libraries began organizing subject catalogs
in rgzo, following the example of the Kharkov Central City Library. By
rgz5, such large research libraries as the Governmental Library in Moscow,
the Library of the Communist Academy, and the State Public Library in
Leningrad maintained subject catalogs. The cataloging experiences thus
gained were soon reflected in the topics of the continuing polemics. The
second Conference of Science Libraries of the RSFSR in 19z6, for example,
devoted considerable time to discussions of practical and technical ques-
tions of subject cataloging-principles, subject headings, etc.; it appears
to have been assumed that the subject catalog was at least as important
as the systematic catalog. The Second Conference recommended that sub-
ject catalogs, whose "simplicity is helpful to both library users and librari-
ans," be established in all science libraries, in addition to classed catalogs.s

Organization of subject catalogs received an even stronger impetus at
the Conference on Rationalization of Library Work in Moscow in Decem-
ber, ry27, which dealt with the question of appropriateness of subject
catalogs for "mass" libraries. Compulsory establishment of subject catalogs
in public libraries had already been advocated in r9z3 by Slukhovskiio
and others who visualized them as "recommending catalogs" (reading
guides). The Moscow conference generally subscribed to the idea, and
some participants went even further. A. A. Pokrokovskii, for one, stated
that the classed catalog was only a temporary cataloging phenomenon, and
he urged all new public libraries to organize subject catalogs as their
main guide to resources.T Cataloging and filing would be facilitated by
entering subject headings on the catalog cards distributed by the Central
Cataloging Bureau. One year later, Pokrokovskii and Shamsheva flatly
declared the subject catalog to be the best of all existing library catalogs.s

Examining the then obviously declining popularity of the classed cata-
log, Dikovskaya cites two factors: the failure of decimal classification to
cope with the dialectical-materialist demands on a classification system,
and the frequently-uncritical adoption of Western, especially American,
bibliographic practices r,vhich in Soviet conditions led to confusion and
political incongruity.
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Less than a decade after the Moscow Conference, however, the prestige
of subject catalogs began to wither away. In their few years of existence,
subject catalogs became unwieldy and complicated enough to require
practice-tested principles and, especially, reliable and detailed subject-
heading guides. Unfortunately, none of the subject-heading lists published
in the Soviet Union in this critical period r,vas general and permanent
enough to satisfy the pressing need of Soviet catalogers.

The glossary of subject headings, published in rgzT by the Library of
the Communist Academye with a credit to the Library of Congress list of
subject headings, was not only limited to political and economic topics
but, in view of the rapidly changing interpretation of events and ideas by
the Soviet system, it soon became obsolete. The three-volume subject
headings for technical libraries,lo which made a liberal use of the subject
divisions in the Engineering Index, was based on the cataloging practices
of the libraries of the Moscow Mechano-Machine Engineering Institute,
the All-Union Auto-Tractor Combine, the Petroleum Institute in Azer-
baidzhan, and others. The uneven treatment of individual subject areas,
and particularly the total rejection of the principle of inverted entry, soon
compelled technical catalogers to introduce modifications.

Nor did any of the other publications dealing with subject catalogs
and published in this periodrr-ra ofier reliable methodical assistance in
cataloging principles and heading assignment, with the possible exception
of works concerned with such homogeneous fields as medicinela or World
War II.15 Some subject areas (art, literature) had no subject-heading guides
at all until the publication during World War II of several mono-
graphsrG-re which slightly alleviated the situation.

In addition to the absence of reliable and uniform principles and of
comprehensive subject-heading lists, Soviet subject cataloging also faced
confusion as a result of the changing interpretations of the demand that
library classifications reflect "the correct scientific-ideological exposition
of knowledge based on dialectical materialism." Library catalogs have, in
the Marxist-Leninist view, an important politically-educational mission,
as a result of which the ideological formulation, contents, and political
trend of subject headings must be closely observed. This guiding fact o{
Soviet subject-cataloging principles was described more recently in the
fundamental paper of Kruglikova.2o

The maxim of "political acuteness" in subject cataloging may, for
example, call for subdivision of entries according to their political or
ideological connotations. S. K. Vilenskaya,zl writing on the current prob-
lems of the originally LC-based subject catalog of the Fundamental Li-
brary for Social Sciences in Moscow, mentions that works on the market
economy will be found under the headings "Imperialism," "Economy of
capitalist countries," "N{onopolies," "Government-monopolistic capital-
ism," and under "Parasitism and decay of capitalism." The entry "Africa-
History-r945-" has been relinguished in favor of "Imperialism, American
in Africa:" etc.
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Similarly, the heading "Fascism" will be subdivided along ideological
lines to separate fascist literature from criticisms of this movement; the
latter subdivision must in turn identify bourgeois criticism of fascism and
separate it in the catalog from social-democratic criticism, and social-
democratic criticism must make a clear distinction between rightist social-
democratic writings and leftist social-democratic literature on fascism. All
these forms of criticism must, of course, be separate from Marxist-Leninist
literature on fascism-

Similar principles become particularly relevant in the areas of political
economy, where terms such as "industry," "labof' and "agriculture" ac-
quire specific socialist meanings. No writings on Soviet agriculture pub-
lished in the U.S.S.R. can be entered under headings implying a problem,
since the agricultural question in the Soviet Union is regarded as solved;
such writings would then be listed under "Agricultural policy-U.S.S.R.,"
"Socialist reconstruction of farming," "Collectivization of farming," etc.

The educational character of catalogs sometimes calls for defiance of
the alphabetical order. In geographical divisions, D'ikovskaya would have
writings about the Soviet Union before all literature on other countries.
An entry would thus have the following geographical subdivisions:

Industry-U.S.S.R.
Industry-Moscow province
Industry-Ural
Industry in capitalist countries
Industry-England
Industry-France

etc.-

The requirements for correct interpretation of knowledge, and the
lack of reliable, published subject-heading guides and of qualified cata-
logers have combined in the r93o's to reverse the growth of subject cata-
logs in Soviet libraries; many libraries, particularly the small public in-
stitutions, {ound it impossible to cope with the problems and abandoned
the recently-organized subject catalogs in favor of the classed approach.
This trend was not quite reversed even after World War II: subject cata-
logs in the U.S.S.R. have not regained the degree of importance they had
enjoyed in the period following the October Revolution. At present, only
a few large public libraries maintain su\iect catalogs as their main guide
to resources, and of the 38 special libraries of the Academy of Sciences in
the Leningrad area only two have subject catalogs.22 In accordance with
the 1946 directives for administration of mass libraries, subject catalogs
are viewed as supplementary to the classed catalog. Numerous special
libraries with collections in one area do, however, maintain only subject
catalogs,2s and as recently as 196o Karpova defended the subject catalog
as ofiering, in combination with the classed catalog, and rational approach
to technical literature essential in large technical and university libraries
with heterogeneous clientele.2a

Karpova also compiled the first methodological guide for subject cata-
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loging of technical literature;zs published in ry57 and offered to both
general and technical libr4ries as a vade-mecum to the organization and
maintenance of subject catalogs, it is based on the fundimental philo-
sophical and methodological appraisal of subject catalqgs by Kruglikova2o
and Konovalova.2s Wirh the exception of the subject-heading list for
medical libraries26 which has some rz,ooo entries, individual lists of head-
ings employed by some of the larger research libraries are unpublished. A
variety of Russian and foreign classification systems for subject catalogs
is in use in the Soviet Union, and even the Lenin State Library uses no
uniform classification system for its subject catalogs.

The pre-occupation during the last six years with a "socialist classifica-
tion of knowledge" implies a continued prevalence of the classed catalog.
The adoption of the new "main order of classification of knowledge on
basis of dialectical materialism"2T wiTl probably result in a more precise
and definitive formulation of the principles of subject cataloging and
eventually produce authoritative subject-heading lists, at least for the
public and social science libraries. The efiect of the nEw "main ord.er of
classification" was already felt at the Conference on Subject Cataloging
Problems, in December lgbg, in East Berlin: the conference called for a
radical abandonment of subject catalogs compiled on "idealistic" basis,
and for compilation of a new subject-heading list based on the principles
of dialectical materialism; for the latter list, both the decimal claisificaiion
and the Einheftliche Systematih scheme, used currently in the German
Democratic Republic, were rejected.za

r. Dikovskaya, yu. M. "n,"a-rmytY;;:::t"r-'a, Gos. Izd. Kul'turno-prosveti-
tel'noi literatury, r946.

e. Belov, A. M. "Praaila sostauleniya katalogou.. ." Biblioteka Gos. Dumy, rgr5.
3. Borovko, N. " B ibli.ote chny i, kat alo g;' Simferopol', r g r z.
4. "Trudy t-i konferentsii nauchnyhh bibliotek RSFSR." Moskva, 19z6.
g. "Trudy z-i konlerentsii nauchnykh bibliotek RSFSR." Leningrad, rgeg.
6. Slukhovskii, M. I. "Organizatsiya i, tehhniha krasnoarmeiskikh bibli,otek;' Moskva,

r9s3.
7. Krasnyi, Bibliotehar',6:72, January rgz8.
8. Pokrokovskii, A. A. and Shamsheva, E. I. "sistema rubrik i ssylok pred,metnogo

hataloga." Moskva, r gz8.
g. "Slouar' predmetnykh oboznacheni.i." Moskva, Bibl. Kommunist. Akad., rgzg.

ro. "Predmetnye rubriki d,Iya tekhnicheskikh bibliotek " Vypusk r-3. Moskva, 1934-5.
rr. Borovich, B.O."Rubrihi pred.rnetnogo hataloga." Kharkov, rgeS.
rz. Borovich, B. O. "Moskoushi rubrihi predmetrto'go hataloga." Kiev, rgzg.
r3. "Osnovnye pravila predmetnogo kataloga." Krasnyi Ribliotekm',6. April rge8.
r4. Cited in Dikovskaya (r), p. zr.
r5. Kruglikova, V. P. "Velihaya Otechestuennaya Voina souetskogo narod.a." Moskva,

Vsesoiuz. knizhnaya palata, rg4g.
16. Zel'tsle, B.R. "Pred,metnyi. katalog." Moskva, Gos. Nauch. Bibl. Narkomuglya, r94r.
17. "Tsentralizouannaya predmetizatsiya. . ." Moskva, Vsesoiuz. knizhnaya palata, tg4o.
r8. Kruglikova,Y. P. "Principy i praai.ta rasstanovki a pred.metnom hataloge;' Moskva,

Vsesoiuz. knizhnaya palata, rg43.
rg. Shamurin, E. l. "Pri,menenie pechatnykh kartochek a bibliotechnykh katalogakh i u

bibliograficheskikh kartotehaAh." Moskva, Vsesoiuz. kn. palata, 1946.
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bibliotechnykh katalogov." Soaetskaya bibliografiya, 3-6. rg5o.

:r. Vilenskaya, S .K. "Ob otrazhenii materialov soveshchaniya predstavitelei kommunis-
ticheskikh i rabochikh partii v predmetnom kataloge.,' Soaetskaya bibliografiya,
66 :23 -3 r .  r 96 r .

zz. Skripkina, T. I. "Voprosy sozdaniya sistematicheskikh katalogov v bibl. lenin-
gradskikh akad. uchrezhdenii." In: Akademiya Nauk SSSR. "sistemati.cheskii katalog
i uoltrosy bibliotechnoi klassifihatsii." Moskva, Izd. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 1959. 9r-ro4.

23. Karpova, S. G. "Metodika pred,metizatsi.i tehhnicheskoi literatury.,, Leningiad, Gos.
publ. bibl im. Saltykova-Shchedrina, r957.

:4. Karpova, S. G. "O sisteme katalogov biblioteki." Sotetskaya bibliografiya,6z:g4-64.
r96o.

25. Konovalova, N. M. "I/oprosy obshchei ntetodiky predmetizatsii ft.nrg.,, (Thesis.) Len-
ingrad, rg5e.

26. "O rubrikakh predmetnogo kataloga Gos. Tsentral'noi Nauchnoi Meditsinskoi bib-
lioteki." Moskva, Vsesoiuz. knizhnaya palata, r958.

27. "Odobrenie osnovnogo ryada sovetskoi bibliotechnoi klassifikatsii." Souetskaya bib-
lio grafiy a, 5b: ro?- r04. r g5g.

28. Institut fiir Bibliothekswissenschaft der Humboldt-Universitiit zu Berlin. "Theo-
retische Ronferenz zu Fragen der Sachkatalogisierung. Berlin,9-tr. Dezember rg59."
Berlin [Institut fiir Bibliothekswissenschaft], r96o.
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te lstv i ,  r957.)

Simplified Cataloging of
Federal and State Documents

Meny Krrpnn
Head, Technical Seruices Diaision

Oregon State Library, Salem

Introduction

-f'tHE OREGON STATE LIBRARY has always taken pride in the fact
I that its Document Collection, which is separated from trade publica-

tions, was fully cataloged. The day has long since passed when there was
time or money to be used for such an expensive service. A constantly in-
creasing backlog of materials made it necessary to take drastic sreps to re-
duce the accumulation of years and to cope with the current influx of
public documents. Too often publications of value at time of printing
outgrew their usefulness stagnating in storage.

In order to eliminate the backlog, to reduce the amount of professional
time spent on cataloging, and to make available as soon as posiible incom-
ing publications, an expediting plan was devised by Doreen Yorkston
Portal, former Documents Librarian. The plan rvas to be applied to un-
bound separates only, excluding all Oregon public documents or others
related to Oregon.
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Summary of Plan

Under the plan, instead of classifying each separate as an individual
item, the agency issuing the document is classified. The classification nunl-
ber is kept as simple and general as possible. Classes used for annual or
biennial reports of the agency may serve as a guide in assigning the
numbers.

The arbitrary title "General publications" is assigned and individual
titles issued by a given agency are listed as contents on the main catalog
card bearing this title and are arran€ied chronologically by year of pub-
lication. This allows adding earlier publications which may be received
later than the beginning date. The year is included in the call number; a
separate set of cards being made for each year's publications.

Each item added is assigned a number as received. Titles are abbrevi-
ated if they are very long, or the full title mav need to be given to dif-
ferentiate from one added previously.

For each "General publications" card placed in the main card catalog,
one shelflist card is made. This is necessary to avoid future conflicts in
both classification and in Cuttering. Information on the shelflist is kept
to a minimum: the call number, without any year date, issuing agency as
author, and title "General publications" followed by the date, written in
pencil, of the earliest year for which there are such titles added. No hold-
ings are shown since the numbers appearing under this title are arbitrarily
assigned as accession numbers and have no reference use as far as listings
in published bibliographies are concerned.

Routines f or Implementing PIan

All incoming documents are held for one week to permit a reference
Iibrarian to review new publications. After this examination, the Docu-
ments Librarian sorts the week's accumulation into various categories,
i.e. serials which are added by a catalog typist, those for the Documenls
Assistant to add to cards already established under the "General publica-
tions" plan, those which require full cataloging, and new titles for which
"General publications" cards must be prepared.

When this sorting is completed, the Documents Assistant, who proc-
esses those "General publications" for which an entry has already been
established, removes the appropriate cards from the catalog, records titles
and marks the publications as thev are recorded. Care must be exercised
to be sure that the titles are being recorded on cards for the year in which
the documents are published. If more than one card is needed, extension
cards are added as for any regularly cataloged item. The accession number
assigned is determined by what has been added earlier (e.9., if four titles
have already been added to the rg58 card, the next title added for that
year would be number five). These numbers are placed in square brackets
to indicate that they have been arbitrarily assigned. Ry beginning with
number one for each year, additions to cards for earlier years may be made
without interfering rvith the accession numbers for later years.
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rssurng agency.
rf the content of a given publication makes it valuable for a special

collection in the library, for example the Legislative Reference colleition,
the cards and publication are maiked to indicate that it is shelved out of
its usual Tocation. The agreement with the Readers services Division has

Summary of Effectiueness

No cost study has been made, in fact it might be impossible to make
one to determine savings. It is reasonably certain that inother full-time
cataloger would have to be added to the stafi in order to catalog fully
every item acquired.
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The Divided Catalog, A Study of the
Catalog of Central Baptist Seminary

NeorNB FIemrNs
Catalog Librarian

C e n tra I Bapt is t Semin ary
Kansas City, Kansas

-f-tHE DIVIDED CATALOG has been widely discussed by librarians
f ever since it was first suggested as a possible form for the index of a

library's collection. Strong oprlnions have been voiced both in favor of di-
vision and in objection to it: Some writers have set forth the pros and cons
of the argument, expressing no opinion of their own. They leave the de-
cision as to the value of thd divided catalog to the individual librarian.

My interest in t}le divided catalog began almosr two years ago, just
before the decision was made to divide the catalog of Central Baptist
Seminary, Kansas City, Kansas, where I am employed as Catalog Librar-
ian. The main substance of this article is based on personal experience
with the divided catalog in this Library.

The indexing of library holdings, at the presenr time predominantly
found in the form of a card catalog, has gone through many changes dur-
ing its history. In the fourteenth century, subject caralogs were in high
favor. These gave way to author catalogs in the eighteenth century, which
in turn were followed by the language and size classification methods ad-
vocated by Gesner, Durie, and Rostgaard.

After this, catalogs returned to author and subject form. In 1825, the
scientific classified catalog was evolved for use in the British Museum. In
modern times the German research libraries have developed two main
catalogs in each library-an alphabetical file of authors and anonymous
titles, and a subject catalog. The subject catalogs are arranged in either
alphabetical or classed order. This form of catalog is rather widely used
today in the large libraries of European countries.

The modern debate of the divided catalog versus the dictionary cata-
log marks its beginning from the year rgg?. Librarians began to be dis-
satisfied with the form of the catalog and sought to make it more eco-
nomical, and easier to use. They began to re-examine their superstitions
as pointed out by Fletcher in r9o5:

It (dictionary catalog) has the characrer of a superstition in so far as it is accepted
and religiously carried out on grounds that are traditional, rather than on any
intelligent conviction that it meets present needs and is good for the future needs
for which we must make provision.l

rFletcher, W. I. "The Future of the Catalog." Library Journal 3o:r4r. March, rgo5.
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Method for Changing to a Diuided Catalog

Central Baptist Seminary Library divided its dictionary card catalog
into two separite files (author-title, and subject) in September, r959. This
division was made for a number of reasons. It was felt that the econorny

of cards.
The actual shift was mostly carried out by clerical staff members under

ings the card was pulled and sent to a typist to have a title card made.
Inverted titles were made for titles beginning with such phrases as:
"Introduction to . ." "Handbook of . .", etc. To help make these in-
versions clear, reference cards were devised, worded as follows:

Introduction to. . .
For titles of works beginning with this phrase,
see under the main part of the title. For
example, for the title: An introduction to
Archaeology; see under the inverted form:
Archaeolo[y, An introduction to.

Reference cards like this are filed alphabetically in the author-title cata-
log. In some cases it is not feasible to invert the title, but this occurs so
rarely that the p:esence of some uninverted titles is not confusing.

To help avoid confusion about prominent persons who were writers
and also the subject of the writing of others, we devised "By and about"
reference cards. By and about references were not made for the items al-
ready cataloged, assuming that as the recataloging progressed, most of the
names would occur again, and references could be made at that time.
Sample reference cards are shown below:

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, r8o3-r882.
For works by Emerson, see under his

name in the SUBTECT CATALOG.
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The card shown above is filed in the author-title catalog following all
main entry cards for Emerson. The following card is filed in the subject
catalog following all cards for works written about Emerson.)

EMERSON, RALPH WALDO, r8o3-r882.
For works by Emerson, see under his

name in the AUTHOR CATALOG.

The mechanics of the shift to a divided catalog were completed within
a week. Explanatory signs were placed on each part of the catalog, and
special instruction was given during the orientation sessions at the open-
ing of the school year.

Added Cards Needed f or a Diuided Catalog

In order to determine the added cards and extra cost required for a
divided catalog, statistical records were kept for all cataloging done from
September, rg5g, through February, r96o.

By the end of February, 12,162 volumes had been recataloged. The
number of catalog cards in the divided catalog was estimated as 83,218.
This figure was determined by multiplying the number of volumes by 6.g,
the average number of cards required per volume. This average number
of cards per volume was found by keeping special records for a two-week
period. The cards produced were counted, and this total was divided by
the number of volumes cataloeed.

When the caralog was firit tlivided, the initial number of duplicate
cards made was rorr. By the end of February, the records kept by the
catalogers showed a grand total of r488 duplicare cards made during the
normal process of cataloging.

In order to arrive at the percentage increase in card typing for the
divided catalog, the total number of extra cards (1488) was divided by the
total number of cards (83,2r8). The result shows a r.jgTo increase in card
typing. Another way to show added cost is to compute the proportion of
the total number of books that require an extra card. Assuming that the
extra cards each represented one volume, there were 1488 volumes which
required extra cards. By dividing the total number of volumes cataloged
(tz,r6z) by the number of volumes which required extra cards (1488), the
result is 8.r. This means that one out of every 8.r volumes cataloged re-
quired an extra card. By reducing this to percentages, we find that rz.z/o
of the books require one extra card for the divided catalog. It would be
difficult to compute the cost per card, but it seems that the cost in added
cards for a divided catalog is not prohibitive in this situation.

Greater Ease and Economy of Filing

No definite study has been made, and no records have been kept for
the cost or ease of the filing operation. Since the division of the catalog,
a greater degree of facility in filing has been eviderrt. It is possible ro use
clerical personnel for the filing, and the percentage of filing errors re-
sulting from lack of understanding of rules has become much smaller.
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For Central Baptist Seminary Library this represents a savings in

money by enabling us to use clerical personnel for filing. It is also a sav-

ings for the professional staff in that it allows time for other professional

duties. The file clerk works under the direct supervision of the cataloger,

but the filing has been very accurate and requires little time for revising.

Reactions of Users of This Diuided Catalog

In order to determine what the faculty and students thought about

the divided catalog as compared to the dictionary catalog, a random sur-

vey was made of regular users of the catalog. The survey was conducted
by means of personal interviews, and they were held in March, after the

divided catalog had been in use for six months. The survey questions

and tabulated results are given below.

r. Do you like the divided catalog better than the dictionary catalog we had

before, or dictionary catalogs you may have used in the past?
YES-Like divided-rg
NO-Like dictionary-o
No preference-z

z. In what ways does the divided catalog help you in your research? (Some
interviewees gave more than one answer.)
Less cards to go through-5
Easier to use-7
Easier to find subjects-7
Faster general fi nding-6
Like all authors together-B
Easier to understand filing-r

3. In what ways does the divided catalog hinder you in your research?
None-r6
Takes longer-3
Confusing-r

4. When using our divided catalog do you have any trouble deciding which
catalog to look in when seeking material about a person, such as, for example,
about Karl Barth?
YES-Would use A-T catalog-8
NO-Would use subject catalog-rg

5. When using our divided catalog do you have any trouble deciding which

catalog to look in when seeking material produced by an association or govern-
mental agency such as, for example, the National Education Association?
YES-No idea where to go-3
YES-Use subiect catalos-8
NO-Use A-f catalog-io
Trouble at one time-r

6. When using our divided catalog do you have any trouble deciding where
to look when seeking material on a subject without knowing any Particular au-

thor, such as, for example, Juvenile delinquency.
NO-Use subject catalog-z r
YES-Use A-T catalog-o

Z. Is the divided catalog a time saver for you?
YE$-r8
No-g
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8. Is the divided catalog less
dictionary catalog? Which?
Less confusing-r7
More confusing-r
Confusing at first-r
Equally confusing-r
Neither is confusing-r

g. Which catalog do you use
subject caralog?
Author-title catalog-r 5
Subject catalog-4
Equal use of both-e

confusing to you, or more confusing than the

the more often-the author-title catalog, or the
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Notes on Foreign Books
Werrnn R. Frovo
SP/7,  U.S.  ArmY

Fort Hood, Texas

world.
In view of the fact that the practices of formar and binding of books

printed in foreign countries differ from our own, there is need for a

standardization of information on catalog cards.
The writer of this article has been working with over 8,ooo foreign

the working basis for the linguists of a military intelligence company sta-

tioned at the Fort.
The Editor of Dervey's Classification and Relatiae Index, in the r6th

edition (page r7) and Melvil Dewey himself (page 6r), suggest that for

books written in a foreign language the language initial be prefixed to

the class number, such as F, French; G, German; I, Italian; Sp, Spanish;

Sw, Swedish, etc.
The U. S. Army, however, has developed a system which we find su-

perior to the prefixed initial; it has designated code numbers to be used

for languages. Following is the suggested list:

or Albanian
02 Arabic
og Armenian
04 Bulgarian
05 Burmese
o6 Cambodian
o7 c Chinese, Cantonese
o7 m Chinese, Mandarin
o8 Czech
og Danish

' 270

German 29 Persian
Greek 30 Polish
Hebrew 3r Portuguese
Hindustani, Hindu g2 Rumanian
Hindustani, Urdu 3g Russian
Hungarian 34 Serbo-Croatian
Icelandic 35 Slovene
Indonesian g6 SPanish
Italian 37 Swedish

Japanese 38 Thai
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ro Dutch, Flemish
l l Estonian
rp Finnish
rB French

24 Korean
2b Laotian
26 Lithuanian
27 Malay
?8 Norwegian

g9 Turkish

40 Ukrainian

4r Vietnamese

42 Yiddish

These numbers become part of the call number, being placed above
the class number. In the case of reference books, it is below the designa-
tion R. As examples of books using the code number, Tolstoi's War and,

Peace inthe original ;rgg?gr.TgrRostand's Cyrano de Berget"aci, ifl, ; fy.,,
T6f+ RSgg

The Phi losophers of  the Or ient i .  ?Er. ,  , .

Dewey (op. cit., p. 6r) ufro ,133--ends rhat the foreig,l books be
shelved in a "parallel library." In the case of the average American li-
brary, this would mean that they are shelved away from the books in
English, on separate shelves. This would be true also for the shelf list
cards and the catalogcards. One section of the card cataTog, with as many
drawers as needed, is set aside for foreign books and suitably marked. In
the Language Training Facility rhe books of each language are in a sec-
tion by themselves, and a drawer in the card catalog is used for the cards
of each language. The Library has no English books for the foreign books
to parallel, but the sections parallel each other.

The advantages of using a code number for each language are:

t. Shelvingis easier. As in the normal use of the call number in shelv-
ing, the books are shelved according to the code number first, then the
decimal number, then the Cutter t-ruttrber and,,/or author's init ial.

e. Possible errors are eliminated. J could be both juvenile and Japanese
books. F could be both fiction and books in French. R could be both ref-
erence and books in Russian-or Rumanian_

3. The possibility of mix-ups in languages is eliminated. Many classics
have been translated into various tongues. For example, 

-folstoi's 
War and

Peace,as noted above, has the call number 86r.Zr.When rranslared inro
TGs+

French, the number becomes ilntru In Korean, it i , 3$r.73.
TGS+ T6f+

The average library will not have too many languages with which to
work. The most popular ones do not number more than ro; and. after a
few weeks, the numbers will become fixed in the cataloger's mind so defi-
nitely as to become auromatic. Nor many languages wiil be worked with
at the outset; as the number grows, the librarian will find that code num-
bers already used are firmly kiown.

In the Language Training Facility, Cutter numbers were used for the
following reasons:
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r. The task of inventorying is more quickly done, by the comparison

of the shelf list card with the call number of the book. Otherwise the

author and title would have to be transliterated, in some cases' and the

title translated in all cases, and written on the title-page of the book'

z. Patrons are able to find the book they are looking for quickly and

easily, if each book is distinguished by its call number.
The only change from ihe conventional card form is occasioned by

the foreign'title w*hich must be tlanslated and, at times transliterated.

Following is an example of a main entry card:

r 9
8q4.6 r  r  e
l; i" 

" 
f6kai, NI6r, rBz5-rgo4.
" A kciszivii embeffiai (tr: The sons of
the stone-hearted man). Budapest, 5z6-
pirodalmi K<inyvkiad6, r958.

552p. front. (Port.)

(Library of Congress cards can be used for many foreigrr books, but it will

ile torr.ra that m"any books will be peculiar to any one library, necessitating

the making of the cards.)
As far is subject .urd, u.. concerned, fiction, essays and_ letters, drama,

wit and humor, und poetry involve a change from Sears' This book would

provide the subject heading ITALIAN IANGUAGE-FICTION for the

LookThe Liftt; World of Don Camillo by Guareschi. Flowever, the person

looking through the catalog cards for Italian books, all of which have

been fifed toge"ther in a sepa-rate area, and knowing that all_the cards rep-

resent booksln the Italian language, does not look for ITALIAN trut for

FICTION. So that book wouicl b-e found under FICTION-ITALIAN;

Dante's Inferno under POETRY-ITALIAN, etc.
The following points afe important in the preParation of foreign

books: Electric pJ"iit and white oi orange transfer paPer are excellent in

the labeling p.oi."ss for the books with dark covers. flowever, black India

ink, good for light books, cannot al
the quality of paper in manY forei
spreads and runs, making the label i
to this to be a ballpoint laundry-mar
equally well on all kinds of paper at
spread on poor paper. The one exception to the use of the laundry-

marking pen ir on certain types of glazed paper; an eraser is necessary to

remove the glaze before lettering.
Foreign 

"books 
present the same problems of care as books printed in

the UnitEd States,^but they are morb f.eqnent. Some of the paperbound

books have jackets; ntort d.o not. In the Language Training Facility, the

jackets of ali of the books are covered with plastic covers, even though it

is difficult to attach the jackets on a paper cover sometimes not even as

heavy as the jackets themselves. [Iowever, it was found to be good pro-

tecrion. The paperbacked books without jackets are the problem. After
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a few lendings, the covers are torn, in some cases quite badly. As irre-
placeable books, they have to be protected. If they are thin enough,
pamphlet binders are used. If they are too thick for even the out-sized
stapler, much protection is secured by the use of a heavy adhesive-backed
clear plastic.

It has been found many times-especially in the case of Chinese and
Turkish books-that the contents of the book continue even as far as the
inside of the back cover. This presents the problem of where to put the
pocket for the book card. The best solution is to add an extra page to
the book, and attach it firmly; the pocket is then put on this b,lank page,
leaving the contents readable.

Regional Groups
BenseRA Wrsrey, Chairman
Council o,f Regional Groups

f,fEW REGIONAL GROUPS meet during the winter months. Flence
I' we have only six programs on which to report, but these are varied
and interesting.

The October meeting of the Resources and Technical Services Section
of the Georgia Library Association consisted of five round table discus-
sions with the following leaders: (r) Copying methods for small and medi-
um-sized libraries, John Bannister, W. C. Bradley Memorial Library, Co-
lumbus; (e) Inexpensive binding for lesser-used periodicals, Evan Farber,
Emory University Library; (3) Self-study evaluation of a catalog deparr-
ment, Mrs. Ethel Rose, University of Georgia Libraries; (4) Acquisition of
out-of-print materials, Mrs. Howard Pursell, Chestatee Regional Library,
Gainesville; (5) Catalog code revision: relacionship with reference service,
Barbara Bronson, State Department of Education.

In December the Philadelphia Area Technical Services Lib,rarians
heard Samuel Lazerow, Chief, Technical Services Division, National Li-
brary of Medicine, speak on Technical Services in the Soviet {Jnion.

The Southern California Technical Processes Group at its Feb{'uary
meeting toured the Kater-Crafts Bookbinders in Los Angeles and Marvin
Kavin of the firm answered questions. This Group has two interesting
ideas for the future: a panel to inform the members how they can aid
in obtaining improved monetary and legislative support for their li-
braries and a discussion on the implications of commercial cataloging.

Elizabeth Rodell, Executive Secretary, RTSD, was the main speaker
at the meeting of the Texas Regional Groups of Catalogers and Classifiers
in N{arch. She spoke on the Guide to Use of Deuey Decimal Classification
and Merrill's Code for Classifiels was discussed and cornparisons made
between the two books. The second part of the program was a panel on
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the Eternal Triangle: Administrator, Cataloger, and Reference Librarian.
Mrs. Barbara Emigh, Department of Library Science, Our Lady of the
Lake College, served as moderator, and panel members were Mrs. Phyllis
S. Burson, La Retama Public Library, Corpus Christi; Mrs. Adele Speiser,
Alamo Heights High School; and Frank M. Temple, Texas Technologi-
cal College, Lutrbock. They stressed the need for cooperation and co-
ordination in what they felt was a desirable and necessary triangle.

Catalog code revision, its history and proposed changes, was the topic
of the talk by Paul Dunkin, Graduate School of Library Servicg Rutgers
University, at the joint meeting of the New Jersey Library Association
Catalogers Section and Reference Section. This speech was followed by
four round table discussions: (r) How the public views the card catalop
Mrs. Helene S. Taylor, Bloomfield, leader; (z) What the new catalog code
will mean to reference sewice, Paul Dunkin; (3) The catalog as a reference
tool, Ben Grimm, Free Public Library, Montclair; and (4) Channels of
communication between the reference librarian and the cataloger, Robert
F. Sutton, Monmouth College Library. Miss Isabel Gulick, Chairman,
Catalog Section, opened the meeting with a brief talk on the catalog as
the key to the library, and Mrs. Dorothy Johnson, Chairman, Reference
Section, summarized the proceedings with the ways reference librarians
and catalogers could cooperate and the advantages of such cooperation.

Ruth Eisenhart, Head, Catalog Department, Union Theological Semi-
nary, and an official delegate to the International Conference on Cata-
loguing Principles, reported on the Conference to the Connecticut Library
Association Resources and Technical Services Section at its March meet-
ing. Her interesting paper reviewed the world climate for revision, the
procedure of the conference, and summarized some of the papers and
ideas discussed at the meetinE.

CLASSIFIED CATALOGS

The Classification Committee of the ALA-RTSD-Cataloging and Classifi-
cation Section has been making an infor:mal survey of classified catalogs
currently in use in the U. S. and Canada. Following is the list. Anyone
with knowledge of others is urged to send the information to Mrs. Phyllis
A. Richmond (Chairman) at The University of Rochester Library,
Rochester 20. New York.

CLASSIFIED CATALOGS CURRENTLY IN USE

Clnssification Used,

Library of Congress

Dewey

Library of Congress

Universal Decimal
Classification

Comments by LibrarianLibrary

Library of Congress, Music
Division

John Crerar Library, Chicago

Boston University Library

Engineering Societies Library,
N.  Y .
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CLASSIFIED CATALOGS CT]RRENTLY IN USE (Con't.)

Library

Carnegie Library of Pitts-
burgh, Technology Dept.

Municipal Reference
Library, Chicago

U. S. Dept. of Ag:riculture,
Forest Service, Berkeley,
Calif.

Southern California School of
Theology, Claremont

Washington State University
Library, Pullman Science
Library

American Museum of
Natural History, N. Y.

Creighton Universitv. Law
School Library

General Mills Central
Research Laborato:ies
Library, Minneapolis

Engineering Institute of
Canada, Montreal

Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, Ottawa

National Library of Canada,
Ottawa

Canada. Dept. of Forestry,
Ottawa

CLASSIFIED CATALOG
ABANDONED

University of California,
Berkeley

SPECIAL SEMI-CLASSIFIED
CATALOG

California. Dept. of Finance,
Sacramento

Classificati.on Used

Universal Decimal
Classification

Glidden-Marcus

Oxford System of Decimal
Classification for For-
estry (expanded
u. D. c.)

Bliss

Dewey (with expansions)

Concilium bibliographi-
cum of H. H. Field

Classification scheme of
Los Angeles County
Law Library (adapta-
tion of Benyon ClassiE-
cation system)

Special classification

Universal Decimal
Classification

Dewey (with adaptation)

Oxford System of Decimal
Classification for For-
estry

Rowell Classification

Home made

Comments by Libraria.n

Enthusiastic.

Enthusiastic. Shera &
Egan good manual for
classified catalog con-
struction. Need more
literature on indexing.

Shera & Egan satisfactory
for catalog manual.

Enthusiastic.

Dislikes classified catalog.
Wishes to replace with
conventional one. Diffi-
cult for patrons to use.

Classified catalog for doc-
uments-not satisfac-
tory. May be eliminated.

Would like a code.

More eficient for subject
searching than standard
catalog.

Classified catalog elimi-
nated in 1943. Has pub-
lic shelf list.

Shelf list with expanded
subject index sending
patron to shelf list.
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Shaffer, Kenneth R, The Booh Collec-
tion: Policy Case Studies in Public
and Academic Libraries. Hamden,
Connecticut, The Shoe String Press,
Inc . ,  r96r .  r47p.

Policy Case Studies in Public and
Academic Libraries is the third in the
series of Case Studies in Library Ad-
ministration, the first being Twenty-
Fiue Cases in Library Personnel Ad-
ministration, which this reviewer has
used successfully for the past three years
in a general course on administration.
Mr. Shaffer, Director, School of Library
Science, Simmons College, is to be con-
gratulated on continuing the series,
which he indicates is designed for the
graduate library science student, for
in-service training, and for inslitutes
and workshops concerned with policy
formulation and administration deci-
srons.

The present volume on the book col-
lections does not seem to this reviewer
to be as useful to the classroom as the
first two. Perhaps too much ground is
covered as Mr. Shafier in his foreword
indicates.

The twenty-five cases included in this
collection deal with book selection. book
acquisitions, and service problems rvhich
occur at the administrative level in public
and academic libraries.

Of the nine cases which apply to the
public library, three have to do with
the handling of complaints about books
included or types of service given. The
six remaining cases deal with book se-
lection or book acquisition policies and
seem somewhat peripheral to the prob-
lems of the modern librarv. Thev in-
clude such matters as the ofhcious 6ook
dealer who tries to secure library orders
by imposing his judgmenr by perso,nal
annotations of his catalogue; a bequest

REVIEWS

of $roo,ooo to a public library for a
genealogy collection because the donor
had taken a dislike to the state library
where the gift should logically have
gone; a small memorial collection with
impossible strings attached. Two of
these cases deal with book selection by
trustees, which may still be a problem
in some small lib'raries.

The remaining case entitled "A
Rental Collection" seems to be wide of
its mark. It involves a conscientious li-
brarian, a good book man, who receives
a proposition frorn a book dealer to
place in the library a large rental col-
lection made up of detective slories,
westerns, light ro.rnances, and best sel-
lers, the four classes which tend to drain
off a library's limited book fund; the
collection to be made entirely by the
dealer. Since the librarian has already
admitted that he has to buy this "trash",
it would seem that this case is not fo-
cused on whether or not the library
should be dealing with escape reading,
but only on how it is to be supplied in
some quantity. It is regrettable that
this case could not have clearly posed
the question as to what is the responsi-
bility of the modern public lib'ary to
compete with the mass media in the
escape literature field.

In his summary for the Public Li-
brary Inquiry, Dr. Robert Leigh has
suggested that instead of competing
with the mass media, "The public Ii-
brary's natural role as an agencY of
oublic communication is to serve the
group of adults whose interest, will,
and ability lead them to seek personal
enrichment and enlightenment." This
role of the public library involves not
only a wide selection of the best books
as they are issued, but liberal dupli
cates of those titles which may have
special significance for the time and
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community. It is disappointing that
these case studies do not reflect this
changing concept.

In his foreword, N{r. Shaffer states,
"The efiective use of cases in any teach.
ing or learning situatio,n involves quite
special technique and methodologies,
for, indeed, the case approach may lose
much of its effectiveness when it be'
comes only an undisciplined vehicle for
discussion." In this volume an appendix
has been added with an added case ac-
companied by two represenrative solu-
tions which illustrate the processes of
case solution. This will be of value to
students unfamiliar with case study
methods.

We are indebted to Mr. Shaffer for
this series o,f case studies in library ad-
ministrat ion and look forward to suc-
ceeding volumes.-/ohn S. Richards,
Librarian Emeritus, Seattle public Li-
brary; Visiting Professor, uniuersity of
Washington.

George Fry and Associates, Inc. Stud,"j
of Circulat ion Control Syste ms. Chi-
cago, Library Technology project of
the American Library Assoiiatio,n
and the Council on Library Re-
sources, Inc., 196r. r38pp. @Tp
Publication, no. r) gz.5o.

This, the first publication of the Li-
brary Technology Project, is a producr
of a cooperative effort of the Council
on Library Resources, Inc., the Ameri-
can Library Association, and tJle Spe-
cjal Libraries Association. George Fry
and Associates, managernent cons,ult-
ants, were commissioned by these three
organizations to undertake a compre-
hensive study of circulation control
systems in public, college and univer-
sity, and special libraries. Throughout
the study the staff of George Fry and
Associates was assisted by an Advisory
Comrnittee consist ing of representatives
of the Library Technology Project, the
Council on Library Resources, and the
Special Lib'raries Association as well as
directors of representative libraries. In
addition, Gerald Gold, methods ana-
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lyst of the New York Public Library,
worked full time with rhe firm in the
planning, investigation, and prepara-
tion of the published reporr.

"To identify the mosr effective [cir-
culation] systems and develop new
adaptations designed to assist librar-
ians" as commissioned, it was deter-
mined that study objectives should be:
"(r) to analyze the components of ex-
isting circulation control systems and
ol new systems and devices in process
of development; (z) to search for and
develop improvements in these com-
ponents; (3) to combine components to
achieve the maximum in simplicity,
economy, and flexibility consistent with
eftective control; and (4) ro pres€nt rhe
finclings and recommendations in such
form as to make them applicable to
library operations by any interested or
qualified librarian . ."

To accomplish these objectives ques-
tionnaires were sent to 4,b8b public,
college, and university libraries. In ad-
dition, 73 public, r9 college and uni-
versity, and rs special libraries were
visited to obtain more detailed informa-
tron.

As a resut of these activi t ies, twentv-
eight types of circulation control sys-
tems were identified and examined in
detail. Greater diversity in circulation
systems, as might be anticipated, was
found among public libraries where any
one of the twenty-eight identified sys-
tems might be in use. Most college and
university I ibraries and special l i6raries
where knowledge of book location is
needed at all times, book card file or
charge card file systems, rather than
transaction card systems, predominated.

I n order to develop comparative
data, six areas of circulation procedure
-registration, charging, discharging,
overdues, reserves, and statistics-were
analyzed as to equipment and main-
tenance expenses, operating times, and
materials cost.

The conclusion reached by George
Fry and As;ociates is that for most pub,
lic libraries the most efficient system is



the Self Charge Transaction System,
basically the Wayne County (Michigan)
one developed by Walter H. Kaiser'
The Newark Sel{-Charge-Signature Sys-
tem is considered the least expensive
book or charge card file system for col-
lege and university libraries. In special
libraries, which normally clarge out
materials by telephone and messerrger,
the Newark Stafi Charge system is be-
lieved to be most econornical.

These conclusions are supplemented
by a number of specific recommenda-
tions, such as, for public libraries, that
greater use be made of borrower par-
ticipation. Recommendations for col-
lege and university or special libraries
include tabbing (for date due) book or
charge cards if, for purposes of book
location, the entire circulation file must
be in one alphabetical call number ar-
rangement.

An implementation program of the
reports, conclusions, and recornmenda-
tions has been incorporated in chree
circulation system selection manuals,
available separately, which are designed
to enable a public, college and uni-
versity, or special librarian to determine
the optimum circulation conrol system
for his specific library situation.

Perhaps the most valuable co'ntribu-
tion of rl:e Study of Circulation Control
Systems is the time and cost data de-
veloped fo'r circulation systems. Un-
doubtedly one of the system selection
manuals in many instances will, as in-
tended, help a librarian improve his
present system, discover cost reduction
potentials, or determine if a change in
systems would be desirable.

does not aPPear to be an improvement
if economies in circulation procedures
reduce the amount of information
available to the librarian. This is a

point which the authors of SIU'IY of

Ci.rculation Control Systems seem to

have overlooked. Certainly in large Ii-

braries control is weakened by lack of

information. The Diebold preliminary
study suggested the need for an "inte-

grated approach to circulation proce-

dures", an approach which would give

book preparation consideration along

with iegistration, charging and dis-

charging and overdue processing. Book

preparation as an area for investigation
in relation to book circulation was not

studied by George Fry & Associates;

this, too, is a disappointment. Finally,

one wishes tlne Study's final chapter'
"Future Mechanization," had been

treated less futuristically. The substan-

tial increases in library circulation that

are to come and that are already upon

us, and the numerous cooPerative or

contractural arrangements to pool li

board day before yesterday.-Isobel P'

Lynch, Assi'stant Chi'ef of Extension,

Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore,

Maryland.

In spite of these ̂ ':ttliht:":f--li:- povnrer, F. N. L. Bibliography, some
aPPointments in the stzdy- t! 

!l'!!li; 
^ ")-rilrrr*rnts 

and. proipe-cts:. Berke'
tion control systems' 

fh" ,""*111t1 i"n, s.no"r of Librarianship; Los
predo.minance of small 

^ani-fl:T:j: iirg"r"r, School of Library Service,
size libraries seems to 

lT 1-T:^"1t:: itE u.'i,r".rity of california, 196r'
conclusions and recommendations. Per-
haps this is fair enough. One cannot 25P'

heip but think, howev"i, rhur the "con- Mr. Poynter, the Chief l'ibrarian of

rro1"' problem of circuiation work in the Wellcome llistorical Medical Li-

large I'ibraries requires more than pro- brary of London, has delivered, as the

poil, b"red on medium and smali li first in a series of Lectures on Bibliog-
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raphy at tJ e two library schools of the
University of California, an extremely
literate address on the virtues and lure
of descriptive and analytical b,ibliog-
raphy in its major emphasis----e.g., r6th
and rTth century English literature.
While he points out that 'bibliog-

raphy', like'history', is a term used to
cover many varied aspects of the same
subjects ("In our sense of the word it is
a generic term covering every possible
aspect of book-lore," p. 5), he begins
by describing his personal background
and experience in order that "you may
be able to detect the personal bias in
my opinions." F. C) The bias is in fact
easy to detect, for he almost totally
ignores the who e range of enumerative
bibliography, except, as in the case of
Wing, when it serves as an adjunct to
descriptive bibliography. He does men-
tion in passing some of the newer tech-
niques of mechanization but only to
comment that "it rnay be that some are
already planning to employ these tech-
niques for compiling a census of older
works." (p. t+)

Within these limitations. which are
certainly justifiable (for it would be
impossible to deal adequately with the
achievements and prospects of all as-
pects of bibliography in one brief lec-
ture), Mr. Poynter does an outstanding
job of recounting in summary fashion
the tremendous achievements of the
past half-century: the development of
descriptive and analytical bibliography
as an independent area of scholarship;
the publication of works such as Greg's
monumental Bibliography of the Eng-
lish Printed Drama to the Restoration;
the creation of enumerative bib.liog-
raphies, such as the Short Title Cata-
Iogue, to aid the researcher; and finally
"the service which bibliography has
rendered in broadening and strength-
ening the basis of our culture in the
twentieth century by bringing to the
Iiterature of science the disciplined at-
tention and techniques which bave
proved so valuable in the study o{ the
humanities." (p. 4)
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He also hints at, though he does not
dwell upon, what is surely the major
weaknes of descriptive and analytical
bibliography-the lack of distinction
made by bibliographers between sheer
speculation and scientific evidence. He
comments, for example, that "attempts
to argue priority from uncorrected
states are now best left to those who
enjoy speculation." (p. l) In one pas-
sage, however, he seems to come very
directly to the point only to negate it
in the last sentence: "I can also sym-
pathize with the busy university pro-
fessor or librarian who is also a bibliog-
rapher when he is warned that unless
he tracks down and personally ex-
amines every copy of a text which is
the object of his study then his work
cannot be regarded as genuine bibli
ography. The number of copies of any
text which remains to us is purely an
accident of history, whether it be a
single copy, three, or a hundred and
three. It often happens that the more
important the text the fewer the copies.
Has the description of an 'ideal copy'
based on one or two survivors the same
authority as that of another recon-
structed from a study of twenty? If de-
scriptive bibliography is the mathe-
matics of textual criticism and is indeed
a scientifrc study we may recall that
'random sampling' is employed in many
scientific procedures." (p. ro) If I read
Mr. Poynter coffectly, he is suggesting
that it may be adequate to take a ran-
dom sampling of the suwiving copies
in order to describe an 'ideal copy',
but surely there has to, be an adequate
random sample of the entire edition
and the size of the sample that is
needed would vary with, among other
things, the total number of copies pub-
lished in the original edition. I would
suggest that an investigation of some
of our best descriptive bibliographies
in which every surviving copy has been
examined personally by the bibliog-
rapher would reveal that there are no,t,
in a great many cases, enough surviving
copies of the text to enable anyone to
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say with any degree of statistical accu-
racy what an 'ideal copy' was or is, and
that this lack of statistical accuracy is
the major fai l ing of the whole .ot i .pt
of the 'ideal copy' and of descriprive
and analytical bibliography.

What of the prospects? Mr. Poynrer
is a man of moderation, and he does
not make excessive and exaggerated
claims for the significance of his own
field. "When we discuss bibliography
and its problems, let us remember that
bibliography is only one of rhe tools of
scholarship, and that scholarship itself
is no't the whole of life. We are also
citizens and taxpayers, many of us
carrying on our work at the expense
of public or institutional funds, and
some sense of proportion must be ob-
served." (p. tr) One might quarrel,
however, with some of his views of che
prospects of bibliography as being out
of line with a sense of propo,rtion. Can
we expect ,for example, in a period of
shortages of trained persons to provide
"more and more trained librarians and
bibliographers who have so,me
knowledge of the historical background
of science and medicine" (p. zo)? Or
that much would be accomplished by
"a scheme [if it were desirable in light
of the weakness in other areas of bibli
ography that Mr. Poynter has men-
tionedl were advanced students who
are attracted to and interested in the
period, might be required to submit,
as part of their Final training, a com-
plete and detailed bibliogrraphical de'
scription of at least one early English
book which is locally available." (p.
rg)? It must be recognized that this is
largely a matter of individual judgment
as to the value of certain projects and
as to what represents a 'sense of pro-
portion.'

On the whole, Mr. Poynter has done
an admirable job of describing briefly
and eloquently the presen! status and
future goals of descriptive and analyti-
cal bibliography as seen by one who is
deeply involved in this area. Perhaps
at sorne point in this series of lectures,

though it seems unlikely, sorneone will
present as eloquent. a picture of the
outstanding achievements and prospects
of the other major aspect of bibli-
ography-enumerative bibliography-
which is too often regarded as ordinary,
run-of-the-mill work not worthy of ser-
ious discussioll.-ltl6v771an D. Steaens,
Acting Director af Uniaersity Libraries,
Houtard Uniuersity.

Tauber, Maurice F. and Wise, Edith.
Classification Systems. Tho,mpson,
Donald E. Gifts, Exchanges. New
Brunswick, N. J., Rutgers University
Press, 196r. 6ogp. $8.oo (The State of
the Library Art,  v.r,  pts.g-5)

This volume of ttre State of the Li-
brary Art series consists of three sec-
tions: two short essays on gifts and ex-
changes by Donald E. Thompson, and
a long opus on classification systems by
Mziurice F. Tauber and Edith Wise.
Thomoson's essavs are well written and
informative. Each gives a description of
the present situation with regard to
gifts or exchanges, followed by a section
reviewing contemporary comment on
this situation, and finally a statement
on targets for research. In addition, the
exchanges essay has historical sections,
which give background for modern
exchange procedures. The essays are
brief, concise, and deserve wide reading
by library administrators, as well as
acquisitions librarians.

The third section is a lengthy survey
of the field of classification. It covers
major classification systems, modern de-
velopments, which are mostly in special
subject classifications, and a few near-
classifications. It gives the history of
each major classification, describes the
systems themselves at least once, in-
cludes many statements from their
critics, indicates their use to so,me de-
gree, and either considers what their
future may be or sugges{.s questions
which might be raised as to their ef-
fectiveness.

The section is hard to read. The
style is choppy with few good connect-
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ing sentences. Abrupt openings are the
rule. There is too much ouotation. If
al l  the quotations were el iminated from
this book, the fare would be rather
thin. In chapter two, for example, t-here
are only fifteen paragraphs in fifty-three
pages without direct quorations. There
is no record that permission to quotc
so extensively has been granted by any
of the copyright holders.

Other scholar.ly qualities are open to
question. Besides misstatements, such
as making American Documentation
the organ of Documentation, Inc. (p.
392), there are cases of references' io
references from references. In one in-
stance (p. 394), the source for the quo-
tat ion is given in tul l  at the end of ' the
paragraph, followed by a footnoti:. The
footnote refers to the same sorirce all
over again (p. +rE), then informs the
reader, as did the paragraph of text,
that the whole was cited bv a secondarv
source. Since the original article ap-
peared in that rare and elusive iournal,
The Library Quarterly, one wonders
why it was not quoted directly. In the
chapter on the Patent Office classifica-
tion, there is a single sentence with no
less than five superscripts at the end
(p. +z+). Upon looking these up (p.
436), one finds thar the first four refer
to "Ibid." with such close paging that
one note would have done, and the
fifth to the "loc. cit." fron which all
the "Ibids." were derived.

The historical methodology does not
inspire confidence. The historical sec-
tions contain an undue number of
quotations from secondary sources-a
practice frowned upon in scholarly
circles. Primary sources are often
quoted through secondary sources in-
stead o'f directly. Some secondary
sources are used for information which
is of dubious value unless coming from
a primary source. For example, Ran-
ganathan, the Indian librarian, is cited
as the source for information about
Melvil Dewey's position as New York
State Librarian.

The book contains considerable
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repetition. A classification scheme that
is reproduced in tabular form does not
need e labora te  descr ip t ion-on ly
enough to indicate its salient features
and to show how it difiers from similar
ones. An analysis of how each classifica-
tion fits or distorts today's knowledge
would have been interesting. In this
respect, the criticism sections are dis-
appoint ing. The cri t ics i terate, reiter-
ate, elaborate, pontificate-and what
they say could be summed up in a few
tidy paragraphs of simple prose.

The later chapters describe recent
efforts in some lines of classification. In
some of these chapters the information
content is skimpy. For example, the
one on Calvin Mooers' Zatacoding con-
tains many quotations from Mooers
and one user which tell how simply
superb Zatacoding is, but there is not
enough detail given for the reader to
figure out what the system involves.

AII of these comments indicate one
thing-a total lack of professional
copyreading and a total lack of editing
for the work. In this case, it is obvious
that nobody wrote "Author-which?"
or "? ? ?," and marked misspellings, as
copy and proof readers do. Nobody
told the authors that the manuscript
was far too long, to shorten it, tighten
up the organization, and condense, di-
gest, summarize or plain omit most of
the quotations, as editors do. Nobody
gave the authors an arg"ument over du-
bious points, as conscientious editors
do. Those who contribute to the series
on the state of the library art appar-
ently are expected to provide perfectly
organized copy, all ready for the
printer, because no human hand or
mind seems to touch a manuscript once
it has left  an author's desk.-Piyl l is A.
RichmonU, Uniuersity of Rochester Li-
brary, Rochester, New York.

Life Sciences, Oxford, N. Y. Pergamon
Press, r,  Jan. 196z-

Subtitled "An international medium
for the rapid publication of prelim-
inary communications in the life
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sciences," this new monthly journal

plans to publish brief communications
within two to six weeks of acceptance.
In a statement of "Aims and ScoPe"
the publishers call attention to "the

value of a multidisciplinary approach
in the solution to many of the major
unsolved problems in the biological
sciences." The six contributions in the
first issure are by physiologists, bio-
chemists, a psychologist, pharmacolog-
ists, and a physician. The "brief com-
munications" are from tlvo to eleven
pages; each article is documented, al-
though in one case onlY bY two'of the
author's own articles. Subject matter
ranges from an article on validity of
the personality questionnaire to one
on 5-Hydroxytryptamine in the brain'
The contributions have the appearance
of reports on research in progless, and
should be of interest to any scientist in
related fields, if he has the time to re-
view one more journal in addition to
the ones he must alreadY see each
month. No doubt such rePorts are
useful, but the form they take here
scarcely seems a contribution to any
of the unsolved Problems in bibli-
ographic control.

The exponential growth of scientific
Iiterature now presents most scientists
with a body of literature too gargan-
tuan to be encompassed. As more sci-
entists do more research, a journal

which can be only scantily refereed
merely compounds the existing plight.
Along with the growth of the literature
has come also a widening market for
it, evolving its own malignant danger
-that of multiple publication of the
same material. Research first reported
as a preliminary note may make its

next appearance as an interim rePort
before publication as a final paper.
During the time lapse between its
initial and its final form, it maY be
presented at a conference, in whose
Proceedi.ngs it will also be published. A

single report, spurred by the scientist's
natural desire to get into print and by
the publisher's eagerness to PrePare a

marketable commodity, thus clogs fur-

ther our over-burdened scientific com-

munications.
Lif e Sciences will be reproduced di'

rectly frorn typescript. The "notes to

contributors" urge, but do not demand,

that manuscriPts be submitted in a

form suitable for direct photographic
reproducdon. The contributor is en-

couraged to shun the use of blue type-

writer ribbon which does not repro-

duce, to have clean tYPewriter keYs,

and to center the title on the Page'
Some time back an exchange of letters

to the editor of Natu're (v. 186' P. r24,

April g, 196o; v. .r8?, P. ro5z, SePtem-

ber 17, 196o) pointed out that Prices
to libraries for Pergamon Press jour-

nals ranged from 3'8 to 8.9 cents per

page. Peigamon's Capt. I. R. Maxwell

ihen oflered as justification the state-

ment that their periodicals "contain

considerable amounts of what is classed

as 'difrcult' setting by printers, and

this has an appreciable efiect on Pro-
duction costs." The difficulties of type-

ticles in issue no. r, totalling 3r pages

of text (thete are 34 Pages in the pagi-

nation, but three of them are blank)'

we are asked to PaY aPProximatelY 8

cents a page. For this payment libraries

would ger photographic reproduction
of articles which the editors say are

issue has been oniy hastily edited. Its

format and its egregious overpricing to

libraries ("private subscribers" can sub-

scribe for $to.oo annually) will justify

Iibraries in not adding this "inter-

national medium."-Thomas D. Gil-

Iies, Serials Librarian, Linda HaII Li-

brary, Kansas City, Mo'
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Hawken, William R. Full-Size Photo-
copying. New Brunswick, N. J., Rur
gers University, r96o. gg7p. (The
State of the Library Art, v. b, part
3)

Hawken, William R. Photocopying
from Bound Volumes. Chicago,
Am€rican Library Association, rg6e.
zo8p. (Library Technology Project
Publication, no. 4)
While it is unlikely rhar these two

books will ever become the subjecs of
literary controversy on the ground of
authorship, Full-Size Photocopying and
Photocopying frorn Bound Volumes
are noneLheless so remarkably dissimi-
lar that it would be hard to find two
more diverse works published within
two years of each other by [he same
author.

The first at once takes the reader
into the infinite jungle of photorepro-
duction technology, a procedure that
immediacely challenges t-he declared
scope of the larger work of which it
is a part. Replete with information
concerning spectral sensitivity, chemi
cal reactions, cascade verus liquid de-
velopment, the tribo-electric series, and
so on, it ofiers little information to
guide a librarian's policy decisions re-
garding photocopying. Is this much
technical detail necessary to describe
the state of the library art? And why
has so,much space been devoted to the
early history of the now obsolescent
Photostat process? Clearly this is a book
which is far better suited to the photo-
graphic technician; the librarian seek-
ing information on the suitability of
processes for library materials will not
find it in Full-Size Photocopying. Ex-
cept for mention of a book holder in
Chapter I and a two page exposition
of book copying prob,lems in each of
chapters devoted to Verifax and DTR,
there is practically no discussion of the
numerous problems inherent in the re-
production of library materials: han-
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dling of folded plates, show through of
text, stained or foxed paper, wrinkled
pages, fragile paper, and so forth.

Aside from some cost tables in which
labor and materials are figured in Ster-
Iing units, practically none of the ad-
ministrative aspects of photocopying is
discussed. Among these mighc have
been: criteria for selection of processes
and their relative efficienry for differ-
ent originals, personnel requirements,
the significance of the distinction be-
tween step and continuous pro,cesses,
principles of laboratory management,
and issues of centralization and decen-
tralization. The single reliable analy$is
of these matters continues to be IIer-
man Fussler's Photographic Reproduc-
tion lor Libraries, published twenty
years ago.

The volume itself is no paragon of
printing or reproduction art. Tables
II-IV, particularly Table III, in Chap-
ter VI, were virtually illegible in two
copies examined. In Chapter X, two il-
lustrations of the RCA Electrofax en-
larger are reproduced with a half-tone
screen so coarse that no useful detail
is observable. Finally, the lack of a
spine title and a running title makes
reference to the volume slow and
clumsy.

Every fault of Full-Size Photocopy-
ing is seemingly redeemed in Photo-
copying from Bound Volumes. A pu-
lication of the Library Technology
Project, it is attracdvely printed on
durable book paper and is illustrated
by pertinent photographs of profes-
sional quality. Each copying process is
carefully and accurately described in
readable detail, intelligible to the lay-
man as well as to the specialist. The
major part of the volume summarizes
a series of exhaustive tests made on
nineteen contact copiers of the type
Iikely to be found in smaller libraries
which cannot afford a centralized
photocopying laboratory. Specifications
and prices are outlined for each
machine, as well as methods of ex-
posure, systems of illumination, and
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processing. There follow an exact
analysis of each machine's design re-
quirements, a compilation of useful or
necessary techniques, cost studies, and
finally, a highly critical evaluation of
its book copying performance.

A most valuable part of the book is
the preliminary sectio,n which analyzes
the four major factors in contact copy-
ing: the nature of the book as a phy-
sical entity, the design of the copier,
the behavior of sensitized materials,
and the role of the operator.

The revelation that contact copiers
require from 4o to roo lbs. of preisu.e
on books is not likely to increase a li-
brarian's enthusiasm for the contact
method. The faults of this method are
highlighted very effectively by the au-
thor, who also correctly points out that
as yet there exists no book copier meet-
ing even the simplest design require-
ments for optimum performance. It is
to be hoped that manufacturers will
turn over unmodified to their desien
staffs the author's recommendations for
future design improvements, none of
which need add to the cost of copiers.

It is very encouraging to read that
"it is the intention of the Library
Technology Project that this be a con-
tinuing program, so that as new
machines are developed and marketed,
they will be evaluated and reported to
the library profession on a regular
basis." Books like Photocopying from
Bound Volumes greatly enhance the
library profession's selectivity regard-
ing new developments and equipment.
More of this type of analysis will be
very welcome in librarianship. Both
the author and the Library Technologl
Project are to be congratulated.-Allen
B. Veaner, Specialist for Document Re-
production, Hartard Uniuersity Li-
brary.

Barrow, W. J. Permanence and Dura-
bility of Library Catalog Cards. A
study conducted fo'r the Library
Technology Project. Chicago, Ameri-
can Library Association [crg6r] viii,

4op $r.oo (LTP Publications, no.

3)

As one of the conclusions of this
study there is a tentative recommenda-
tion of specifications for card stock for
heavily-used public catalogs, to obtain
the maximum in permanence and dur-
abi l i ty. The specif icat ions are in terms
of minimum folding endurance, tear-
ing resistance, aging by application of
heat, and pH (acidity-alkalinity). The
card stock must not contain ground
wood or unbleached fibers. Low pH
(high acidity) appears to' be the most
significant factor in rapid deteriora-
tron.

There are some other less relevant
conclusions, some of which seem self
evident. One is that roo per cent cot-
ton rag stock may be less durable than
strong chemical wood fibers, if the rag
stock has a low pH. Another is that
cards of less strength may be used in a

:1;lt"* 
having moderate, nor heavy

It is difficult for this reviewer to
understand why this publication in
this form is necessary. A part of it
might have made a journal article of
perhaps ten pages, or less. To put it
out in a forty-eight page pamphlet,
nearly half of whose pages are either
blank or contain only a word or two
doesn't seem to make very good sense.

As to the study and its conclusions,
more questions arise. Mr. Barrow de-
fines the problem of the wearing of
cards in much-used catalogs as broken
upper corners and soil. He states that
edge wear, sometimes noticed to be as
much as one sixty-fourth of an inch, is
not a signifrcant factor and that the
tearing of cards is very infrequent. His
tests of folding endurance are pre-
sumably to measure the tendency for
cards to become dog-eared because of
flexing of corners. He has nothing
whatever to say in this study about the
soiling of cards, which seems to this
reviewer to be the major cause of the
necessity for replacement. He himself
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has long ago proved that the perman-
ence of papers is very much a func-
tion of their pH factor. This has also
been demonstrated by the U. S. Na-
tional Bureau of Standards and by
others. Why, then, did Mr. Barrow re-
peat this demonstration with many,
many samples? If we were to have a
sort of consumers' report on various
brands of cards, dris might have been
necessary to prove the point, but the
samples tested are not identified, ex-
cept for one very high-testing sample.

All in all, the study does not seem
to be addressed to the major problem,
soiling of cards, and its conclusions
were quite well known be,fore this
study was made.-Richard H. Shoe-
maker, Professor of Library Seraice,
Rutgers, The State Uniuersity, New
Brunswich, New Jersey.

Madjelis Ilum Pengetahuan Indonesia
(Council for Sciences of Indonesia).
lndeks Madjalah IImiah r96o ( ln-
donesian Scientific Periodical Inde x).
Djakarta, r96r. 89p. (Bul let in no.
3) Free.

The publication of this slender vol-
ume is of particular interest at this
time when the columns of our claily
papers are filled with news ,rf political
difficulties in this trouble-laden nart of
the world. The evidence is h.-aircnine
of Indonesian concern lvi th, autl  work
on, problems of importance in the
building of their nation as well as in
extending world scientific knowledge.

Of the r35 journals indexed in this
publication, more than half deal with
scientific subjects, though the social
sciences are also represented, partic-
ularly economics, education, and pub-
lic administration. The subiect matter
of the ro75 arr icles in the Index Iol-
Iows much the same pattern. Agricul-

ture, forestry, botany, zoology, geology,
and the health sciences predominate.

A particularly valuable feature is the
"List of Learned Indonesian Periodi-
cals." Each entry contains the Indo-
nesian title, its translation into Eng-
Iish where necessary, the beginning
date of publication, frequency, lan-
guage or languages used, a brief de-
scription of contents, name of publisher
and address, earlier titles in case of
change, and the subscription or single
copy price. Information is also given
on titles available free or on exchange
to universities and scientific institu-
tions. The list is arranged according to
the ljniversal Decimal Classification.

Also in U.D.C. order is t}l'e Index
itself with the entries arranged alpha-
betically by author under the subjects.
For each entry there is given the classi
fication number, author, original title
of the article, and complete biblio-
graphical information.

A subject index to the list of jour-
nals, an author index, and a subject
index to the classified Index round olut
the publication. A key to abbreviations
of periodical titles and an alphabetical
name index to the periodicals are in-
cluded in an errata sheet.

-Ihe Index '!vas compiled by the
Documentation Section of the Council
Ior Sciences of Indonesia in coooera-
t ion with six other l ibraries in Djakarta
and Bogor, each library covering its
own field.

-lhe Indonesian Scientific Periodical
Index, t96o is the third in a series of
Bulletins published by the Council.
The first two titles in the series are
Directory of Scientific Institutions in
Indonesia and Report on Scientific Re-
search in Indonesi.a.-Eleanor F. Mor-
rissey, Serials Librarian, Joint Uniaer-
sity Libraries, Nashuille, T ennessee.
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9qryfort is the key to
Efficient Reading . ..

And the Microcard Mark VII Reader combines the precision card
holder and page location controls with a host of new comfort in-
novations for the user. For example, with the Mark VII, you can
balance the reader light with existing room light, minimizing eye
strain and reading fatigue. The Mark VII tilts to a convenient
reading angle whether you're standing or sitting, and the new
internal cooling system assures cool, comfortable and quiet opera-
tion, even when used for long periods of time.

Readily portable and simple to use, the Mark VII opens the
world of research and knowledge on Microcards to even the small-
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Compiled in Rluson Librarl

erences to articles which bave appeared in 325 magazines of the 19tl
and 2oth centuries. Miss Ruth Schoneman, Librarian, Ryerson and
Burnham Libraries, has given us the following information:

The compilation of the Index to Art periodicals was bequn in 1907 and
Presently,continues as a major activity of the referenci department of
Rleson library. Bef ore 1929, that is, pre-H. W. Wilson,s Ati lxder, such
tttles as Apollo, Btrl)ngton Attagazine, Connoitsetr and Gaze$e det Beaxx-
Arts were indexed here. After 1929 we were able to transfer our efforts to
mole museum bulletins ancl foreign peiiodicals.

of these were indexed here in the interim.

TURE.^Entries beginning with a style designatioo may be subdivided by
place: Gothic painting, Francc; Rococo furniture, Germany,

This lndex, the product of many indexers working over a long period, is
inevitably an imperfect tool, but it has been, for our Library, m indispen.
sable one.

The 202,356 cards in this lndex have been reproduced bv ofiset wirh
2l cards per 10" x 14',  ̂ page._Permalife paper, developed by $f. J.barrow under a grant from rhe Council on Library Resources, was
used. The 11 volumes are oversewn and bound in Class A Librarv
Bin_ding. A complete listing of the periodicals indexed is available on
fequest.

This is a limited edition and it is suggested that you place your
order as soon as possible to assure availabil ity.
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NEW REFERENCE WORKS
Diclionary Cololog of the Librory of the

MASSACHUSETTS HORT'CU[TURAL SOC'ETY

This library of over 31,000 volumes is the largest in its field. Its scope covers

all aspects of gardening practice from the earliest printed records to the pres-

ent. Both American and foreign publications are well represented. Among

other important specialties are pomology, herbals and early gardening works,

plant monographs, fine botanical illustrations, home landscaping and the history

of garden design. Approximately 44,000 cards. 3 volumes. Prepublication

Price (U.S.): $130.00. After January 31, 1963: $165.00.

Dictionary Cotofog of the Cincinnoli Librory of fhe
HEBREW UN'ON CO|.|.EGE . JEWISH INST'TUIE OF REIIG'ON

This Catalog comes from a research library which ranks among: the largest

repositories of Judaica and Hebraica in the world. It possesses unrivaled col-

lections bf Jewish music, an outstanding Spinoza collection, rich holdings of

15th and 16th century Judaica and Hebraica, as well as excellent sections of

Jewish bibliography, history, philosophy, Hebrew and Yiddish literature, Bible

studies and the Ancient Near East. Approximately 483,000 cards. 32 volumes.

Prepublication Price (U.S.): $1485.00. After March 31, 1963: $1?50.00.

Bibliogrophy of the STATE OF MAINE

This Bibliography, compiled in the Bangor Public Library, consists of an author

catalog and a dictionary catalog and represents a comprehensive listing of

books associated with the state of Maine. Approximately 16,000 cards. 1 volume.

Prepublication Price (U.S.): $50.00. After November 30, 1962: $65.00.

lndex to TEARNED CHTNESE PERTODTCAIS

Housed in the East Asian Library at columbia university, this Index is an

author and subject guide to the contents of 13 Chinese journals. No other guide

especially desigrred for western scholarship is known to exist, 4,500 cards. 1

volume. Prepublication Price (U.S.): $25.00. After January 31, 1963: $35'00'

10/o addit ionel on shipments outside the U.S. c Prospectus on request

G. K. HALL & CO.' 97 Oliver Street, Boston 10, Mass.




